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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
showcases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Katerina Kyselica: For Me, For You, For Me and You
Monday 2nd March - Thursday 16th April 2020
Czech-American artist Katerina Kyselica creates
books as destinations for playful encounters and poetic
transpositions. Constructed using traditional media collage, drawing and printmaking, these intimate
objects reveal narratives that pose questions about
identity and belonging.

For Me, For You, For Me and You, Katerina Kyselica, (three boxes,
each 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches, with cardboard compositions as pages)

Katerina’s books manifest a sense of freedom. Not bound,
and ‘housed’ in boxes, her stories hold together until they
are released. One is encouraged to discover them - through
a thorough exploration (taking them apart) and interaction
(re-constructing them to one’s own liking). As loose sheets,
the pages seek rearrangement to reveal a new text (poem)
and composition (Field Notes, 2018), to be read from all
sides (as in Halo, 2018, News About Nothing, 2015, Home
Trilogy, 2016), individually and as a whole (Poppy, 2020),
or to be displayed as one pleases (For You, For Me, For You
and Me, 2020). Her process of creating is akin to searching
for a form or an image as opposed to producing something
preconceived. Hence her use of old books, scrap paper,
words or letters cut out of newspapers, which may serve
as an impulse and inform narrative of her books. “I invite
the viewer to discover the joy that I experience during the
book-making. I create this visual and spatial framework, a
playground for the viewer to look, touch, read and engage.
Books are meant to be explored from all angles, they exist to
be touched, unlike other media. There is no such medium
as book art that offers us this expansive space for creativity,”
said the artist.

Katerina Kyselica is a visual artist and designer. She received
a BFA from VCU School of the Arts in Virginia, USA, and
a Master’s Degree from Charles University in Prague, Czech
Republic. Her prints, artists’ books and works on paper,
represented in private collections, have been exhibited
in solo and group shows in New York, Paris, and Prague.
She has curated a number of exhibitions of contemporary
prints and artist’s books from Central Europe, including
the Celebrating Print Exhibition (2013–2015) and Forgetting
Remembering (2018), both in New York City. Kyselica was a
managing editor of the Celebrating Print Magazine (20152018), presenting art print and printmaking from Central
and Eastern Europe.

Above: Home Trilogy, Katerina Kyselica, (three accordion books,
each 5 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches). Below: Field Notes (detail)

Katerina Kyselica will be in conversation with Angie Butler
as part of the new Bower Ashton Library podcast series.
Thursday 5th March 12-1pm, Special Collections area.
This is a free, public event and all are welcome to attend.
Bower Ashton Library
UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/
https://www.katerinakyselica.com
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De atlas van Blaeu: een wereldboek
(Blaeu’s Atlas: a book of the world)
Huis van het boek | Museum Meermanno, The Hague, The
Netherlands
Until 12th April 2020
This exhibition showcases six books from the renowned
350-year-old Atlas Maior. Halfway through the exhibition,
in early March, the curator will uncover different maps in
the six books. The atlas is one of the prized possessions
of House of the book and the masterpiece of Dutch
seventeenth-century book printing. The ‘Great Atlas’,
published between 1662 and 1665, is known as the most
beautiful atlas ever made. The copy owned by House of the
book is particularly beautiful because all the maps have
been ‘afgezet’ (coloured in by hand) by master-‘afzetter’
Dirck Jansz. van Santen from Amsterdam. The atlas was the
property of Professor Hadrianus Relandus from Utrecht
(1676-1718). In 1824, Baron Willem van Westreenen,
founder of the museum, acquired the atlas at the auction of
the Meerman library.
Huis van het boek | Museum Meermanno
Prinsessegracht 30 2514 AP Den Haag, The Netherlands.
https://www.meermanno.nl

Mews, an old horse stables in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Over
the course of these 30 years, she has designed, produced &
published more than 25 collaborative artists’ books along
with circa 60 solo editions, 55 unique artists’ books, and
about 20 artist’s book installations. Examples of Dobbin
Books publications are found in over 130 public collections
and numerous private ones.
Silverberg is involved in all aspects of the work:
from creating content, whether as imagery or writing
text, to designing & producing the entire book: design &
production of the paper, printing, binding, and boxing.
The desire to make all facets of an artist’s book publication is
due to her intention to realise a coherent whole work of art,
along with her love of the creative processes involved.
Unique to Dobbin Books is that Silverberg runs one of
four hand papermaking studios in NYC, Dobbin Mill, and
maintains that the paper should be an activated substrate
that supports & enhances the book’s content & design.
As such, and also because Pratt is a teaching institution,
the exhibition will highlight certain books presented to
show design process and production concerns.

The exhibition presents circa 70 artists’ books dating
from 1992 to 2019, along with 3 videos and 3 site specific
installations. Pratt Libraries is publishing a full catalogue to
commemorate & document this event.
Pratt Institute Library, 200 Willoughby Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11205, USA. https://www.pratt.edu
https://www.robbinamisilverberg.com/read-me-like-a-book

Robbin Ami Silverberg - Read Me. Like a Book.
30 Years of Dobbin Books
Pratt Institute Library, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Until 9th April 2020
2020 will be the 30th anniversary of Robbin Ami Silverberg’s
artist’s book studio, Dobbin Books, housed at Dobbin

Landscape and Language in Artists’ Books
National Art Library, V&A Museum, London. UK
Until Sunday 4th April 2021
A display of artists’ books on the themes of landscape and
language, drawn from the National Art Library’s extensive
collection. See how artists since the 1960s have responded to
landscape or evoked imaginary places through their original
and thought-provoking use of word and image.
Free event. National Art Library, V&A Museum, Cromwell
Road, London SW7 2RL, UK.
https://www.vam.ac.uk/event/4JoNqRDA/landscape-andlanguage-in-artists-books
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(retro)(intro)spection: moving past into the forward
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 19th April 2020
Curated by Maureen Forys and Jennie Hinchcliff.
Artists are frequently inspired by the past and aim to
make work which speaks to future audiences, subsequent
generations. Tandem processes of introspective questioning
and retrospective storytelling often come together in
the artist book format - giving reader and creator the
opportunity for personal reflection. Artists books tell us
stories by using narrative, structure, materials.
(retro)(intro)spection explores the crossroads where
artists books and artistic process intersect. When do our
amorphous ideas become real, at what point? What is the
role of introspection and one’s personal past when applied
to artists books? In the act of looking back as well as in,
artists are inspired by their body of work, regarding the
path or discovering the throughline which brings them to
the present.

The POST-O-SCOPE and 10 Years of the Keep Writing
Project: Hope Amico of Gutwrench Press
Thursday 16th April 2020, 6- 8 pm; presentation begins
at 6.30pm In 2008, Hope Amico started Keep Writing as a
way to stay in touch with penpals and friends. In 12 years
and with over 130 editions, it has evolved into an ongoing
conversation between subscribers and collaborators. Join
us for a talk about the project with plenty of examples and
opportunities to participate.
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org/retrointro_spection
Lise Melhorn-Boe - 40th Anniversary Retrospective
Mauro Gallery, Alberta & Hotam Press
British Columbia, Canada
Until April 2020
As of 2019, Lise Melhorn-Boe has been making artists’
books for forty years. Over the years, she has explored issues
around women’s body image, family dynamics, fairy tales,
the socialisation of children, how the environment affects
our health, recycling and is currently creating fabric books
using poems about sewing as text.

This juried exhibition showcases artists books which look
backward, inward, outward, and forward in a variety
of ways. Artists books tell us stories by using narrative,
structure, materials. Each of these aspects help the artist to
communicate a perspective, one that is singularly unique to
themselves and the work.
Exhibiting artists: Shazia Ahmad :: Servane Briand ::
Sarah Bryant / Big Jump Press :: Rebecca Chamlee / Pie
In The Sky Press :: Aaron Cohick / Divya Victor / The
Press at Colorado College :: Insiya Dhatt :: Dong Dong ::
Linda Ekstrom :: Jennifer Farrell / Starshaped Press :: Cari
Ferraro :: Isabelle Fleurelien and Stephanie Russ / Seepress
:: Catherine Gamblin :: Frances Hackney :: Eva Hejdström
:: Brooke Holve / ath’wart press :: Sue Huggins Leopard /
Leopard Studio Editions :: Julia Johnson / Anna Redwine ::
Hannah Kraus :: Oliya Maicoh :: Zea Morvitz :: Elise Nicol
:: Bettina Pauly :: Lisa Rappoport / Littoral Press :: Jaime
Robles :: Keri Schroeder / Coyote Bones Press :: Jessica
Spring / Springtide Press :: Lorna Stevens :: Sally SchluterTardella :: Kay Weber :: Kyung Eun You / Women’s Studio
Workshop
Related Programming For This Exhibition:
(retro)(intro)spection: Exhibiting Artists in Conversation
with curators Maureen Forys and Jennie Hinchcliff
Wednesday 25th March 2020, 6-8pm; programme starts
at 6.30pm Join (retro)(intro)spection artists as they discuss
their work with curators Maureen Forys and Jennie
Hinchcliff. Attendees will have the opportunity to view
selected works from the exhibition page by page as well
as learn about the techniques and processes used in the
creation of work for the exhibit.

Family Album, Lise Melhorn-Boe, 1994

The retrospective exhibition is at the Mauro Gallery, St.
Mary’s University, 14500 Bannister Rd. SE, Calgary, Alberta,
until April 2020. A third retrospective will be on view
in May at the Window Art Gallery, Kingston School of
Art, Princess and Victoria, Kingston, Ontario (613) 5491526. An illustrated catalogue with an essay by Rebecca
Korn, curator, and an interview with Melhorn-Boe will be
available through Blurb, as well as at all exhibition locations.
Mauro Gallery, St. Mary’s University, 14500 Bannister Rd.
SE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Tel: (403) 531-9130.
https://lisemelhornboe.ca
Tous n’habitent pas le monde de la même façon
Florence Loewy gallery / books
Paris, France
Until 14th March 2020
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Joan Ayrton, Florian Bézu, Valentin Guillon, Charlie
Hamish Jeffery, Camille Llobet, Sara MacKillop, Tim Maul,
Caroline Reveillaud, Francesc Ruiz, Erik van der Weijde,
William Wegman.

ABC Exquisite Corpse books, Photo: Gin Saunders

books
Jonathan Monk My Backside
+ Selection #15 by Jonathan Monk
Tribute to John Baldessari

Each member involved was sent a blank 16-page book to
start the project which wold then be sent to a minimum of
3 other participating members to add to the book, before it
was returned to go on display. There were no strict rules for
what could and could not be included in each of the books,
the only restriction was that the book has be fit inside in the
envelope from which it came and be no heavier than 250g to
be posted by second class large letter post.

Florence Loewy gallery / books
9/11 rue de Thorigny - 75003 Paris, France.
http://www.florenceloewy.com
info@florenceloewy.com

A total of 25 members were involved in the project and
some of the books went as far as Estonia. The completed
books are on display an the UWE Bower Ashton Library
until Thursday 26th March 2020.

Queer Zine Library UK Tour
Queer Zine Library is a roaming mobile library, travelling
across the UK and taking up residence in community
spaces. Next venue: 8th March, Eat Up Collective at The
Exchange, Bristol, UK.
Get in touch to host the library in your town:
https://www.queerzinelibrary.com/p/visit.html
We collect all LGBTQIA centred zines. Donate your zines:
https://www.queerzinelibrary.com/p/donate-your-zines.
html
The Exquisite Book Project, ABC
Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol, UK
Until Thursday 26th March 2020
The Exquisite Book project was an idea set up over the
summer of 2019 for a way of UWE Artist Book Club (ABC)
members to collaborate together to create a series of Artist
Books. The aim was to showcase the diversity of practices
across the ABC group. The idea is taken from the game
exquisite corpse where each participant draws a different
part of anatomy to create a complete character. In the case
of the exquisite book, each member creates a page or two
before passing the book on to the next.

Further updates from ABC can be found on their Instagram
page: @artistbookclub.uwe
Bower Ashton Library
UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk
Contemporary Designer Bookbindings from the
Collection of Neale and Margaret Albert
Yale Center for British Art, Connecticut, USA
Until 29th March 2020
This exhibition explores the art of bookbinding from the
perspective of the maker as well as the collector. Featuring
the work of designer bookbinder George Kirkpatrick,
one of the most imaginative artists represented in the
collection of Neale and Margaret Albert, the display will
also include works by some of the most talented designer
binders working today, such as Susan Allix, Hannah Brown,
Michael Wilcox, and Robert Wu. This exhibition highlights
the interplay between content and form, as familiar
materials such as leather, paper, cloth, wood, and metal
are transformed through both traditional and innovative
techniques into a wide array of expressive works.
Many of these bindings were especially commissioned by
Neale Albert (Yale JD 1961), who is an active supporter
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of this often under-appreciated aspect of the book arts.
He was elected in 2014 as an honorary fellow of Designer
Bookbinders, the principal society in Great Britain devoted
to artistic bookbinding. All of the books included in the
exhibition are a promised gift to the Center from Neale and
Margaret Albert.

Featuring the full recreation of an avant-garde, 1920s
publication by Kitty Maryatt of Two Hands Press, with 24
exquisite fine binding interpretations.
North Bennet Street School, 150 North Street, Boston MA
02109, USA. https://www.nbss.edu/
From Concept To Creation: The Bookworks of Claire Jeanine
Satin and Related Works
Jaffe Center for Book Arts, Boca Raton, Florida, USA
Until 31st May 2020
An exhibition of the Bookworks of Claire Jeanine Satin is on
show at the Jaffe Center for the Book Arts Florida Atlantic
University Boca Raton Florida “From Concept To Creation
and Related Works of Claire Jeanine Satin”.

George Kirkpatrick, Atlas of the British Empire Reproduced from the
Original Made for Her Majesty Queen Mary’s Doll’s House, London:
Edward Stanford Ltd., 1928, bound in 2004, goatskin binding
with coloured leather onlays, in globe, tooled with coloured
leather onlays and silver enclosure, and rosewood box with turned
interior, lined with calf-skin and tooled with constellations.
Collection of Neale and Margaret Albert. Photo: Richard Caspole.

Contemporary Designer Bookbindings from the Collection
of Neale and Margaret Albert is curated by Molly Dotson,
Assistant Curator of Rare Books & Manuscripts, Yale Center
for British Art.
Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street, New Haven,
Connecticut 06510-2302, USA.
https://britishart.yale.edu/event/contemporary-designerbookbindings-collection-neale-and-margaret-albert
Drop Dead Gorgeous: Fine Bindings of La Prose du
Transsibérien
North Bennet Street School, Boston, USA
Until 30th April 2020

Jaffe Center for Book Arts, Florida Atlantic University,
777 Glades Road, Boca Raton, Florida 33431, USA.
http://www.library.fau.edu/depts/spc/jaffe.htm

La Prose du Transsibérien - binding by Coleen Curry

Treasured Objects - The Peoples Show
The Weald & Downland Museum, Singleton, UK
Until 11th May 2020
Angela Thames is showing many of her hand made
artists’ books at The Weald & Downland Living Museum
from 22nd February to 11th May 2020 in an exhibition
“Treasured Objects - The Peoples Show” to help celebrate
the museum’s 50th anniversary.
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from the riverbank, along with letterpresses at MCBA, to
bring the story and its unique perspective to life. The main
character of My Mighty Journey is the only major waterfall
on the Mississippi River, now known as St. Anthony Falls.
As it moves from present-day St. Paul to its current location
in downtown Minneapolis over the course of 12,000 years,
the waterfall witnesses lots of changes. This book asks us to
consider their meaning.

She has been given the opportunity to show at least 20
artists’ books from her own collection alongside an eclectic
mix of objects from 30 personal collections of people
who have some link to the Museum; these will include
collections of visitors, staff, volunteers, associates, tutors,
contractors and anyone else with a connection to
the museum.
“A People’s Show turns the spotlight on our visitors own
collections and gives the opportunity to display them in a
public setting. The first People’s Show was held at Walsall
Museum and Art Gallery in May 1990, and is said to have
been inspired by a discovery of a private ‘museum’ of native
American artefacts in a local resident’s attic. The Walsall
People’s Show proved so popular that further People’s Shows
were held across the country and by the end of 1994 over
half a million objects had been loaned by the public to
similar exhibitions.
So not only will this exhibition celebrate 50 years of the
Weald & Downland Living Museum but also 30 years of the
Peoples Show and we think it about time to revisit this very
popular event.”
Normal admission charges apply.
The Weald & Downland Living Museum, Singleton, near
Chichester, PO18 0EU, UK.
http://www.wealdown.co.uk
https://www.angelathames.co.uk
MN Book Artist Award Winners: The Team Behind My
Mighty Journey
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Until 22nd March 2020
Minnesota Center for Book Arts presents the Minnesota
Book Artist Award Exhibition showcasing the handmade
book My Mighty Journey: A Waterfall’s Story, in addition to
selected artwork created by its production team members.
Written by John Coy, the book benefited from the visual
expertise of Gaylord Schanilec, who led a team of eleven
people through the composition, binding, and printing
process: Sorcha Douglas, Barbara Eijadi, Paris Fobbe,
Ellen Janda, Hans Koch, Monica Edwards Larson, Greta
Lapcinski, Rayan Macalin, Kerri Mulcare, Emily Pressprich,
and papermaker Amanda Degener. Join us in celebrating
artwork created by this remarkable team.
The book’s journey started five years ago, and one stop
along the way was MCBA: Schanilec used materials foraged

John Coy is the author of young adult novels, the 4 for 4
middle-grade series, and fiction and nonfiction picture
books. He has received numerous awards for his work
including a Marion Vannett Ridgway Award for best
debut picture book, a Charlotte Zolotow Honor, Bank
Street College Best Book of the Year, Notable Book for a
Global Society, the Burr/Warzalla Award for Distinguished
Achievement in Children’s Literature and the the Kerlan
Award in recognition of singular attainments in the creation
of children’s literature. John lives in Minneapolis and visits
schools around the world.
As an artist, writer, letterpress printer, designer, and
illustrator, Gaylord Schanilec has set the standard for
contemporary artist’s books over the last 30 years.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts
Open Book building, 1011 Washington Avenue S., Suite 100,
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA.
https://www.mnbookarts.org
mcba@mnbookarts.org
Carolyn Thompson Post Moderns
Eagle Gallery/EMH Arts, London, UK
Until 14th March 2020
Carolyn Thompson’s recent work Post Moderns originates
from the 50 texts found in the Penguin Modern Box Set
(published 2018), which includes seminal works by Kathy
Acker, James Baldwin, Samuel Beckett, William Burroughs,
Truman Capote, Allen Ginsberg, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Audre Lorde, Vladamir Nabokov and Susan Sontag,
amongst others.
Thompson re-imagines and distills the original texts in a
variety of different ways ranging from direct intervention
into the books themselves, individual page-specific works
that are typed, drawn, incised or sewn, to digital prints.
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and Rose Nordin. Working together they make, publish
and distribute books and printed works that arise from
self-initiated art projects. These include OOMK Zine, a
handcrafted small-press publication which pivots upon the
imaginations, creativity and spirituality of women.

Carolyn Thompson, After Berger: Tenda (A love story), 2019, an
adaptation of John Berger’s homage to his uncle, in his book The
Red Tenda of Bologna.Words in the Penguin Modern edition have
been deleted, or masked out with the use of black tape, to reveal
a different story in the text that remains. Found book, masking
tape, each 16cm x 11cm

An exhibition of the 50 works is now on show at the Eagle
Gallery/EMH Arts, London. PDF catalogue available.
Eagle Gallery EMH Arts, 159 Farringdon Road, EC1R 3AL
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 7833 2674. http://www.emmahilleagle.com
The gallery is open Wednesday to Friday: 11am – 6pm,
Saturday: 11am – 4pm during exhibitions.
One of My Kind
The Shoreditch Library Print Workshop, London, UK
Until 23rd May 2020
PEER in the Library (PITL) is a year-long three-part
programme of exhibitions, events and workshops that
invites artists and artist collectives to create work focusing
on the power and potential of the spoken and written word
in a variety of media. This ambitious new initiative opened
on 25 October 2019 at both PEER and at Shoreditch
Library across the street in Hoxton, London.
PITL continues with two further projects at the Library,
concluding in September 2020.

As part of PEER in the Library, One of My Kind (OOMK)
are initiating a public programme of artist-led workshops
that invite Shoreditch Library users to come together and
create The Shoreditch Library Print Workshop a collaborative
environment dedicated to experimental print production for
all that takes inspiration from Augusta Savage’s community
workshops at the 135th Street Branch of the New York
Public Library, Harlem and Sister Corita Kent’s approach
to art education in the 60s. Join the SLPW and learn how
to use your local library to make handmade publications,
posters, badges, post cards, calendars and more.
By the end of the workshop participants will be exhibiting
authors and artists.
The Shoreditch Library Print Workshop proposes the
library as a site of art production and its users as artists in
residence. Using affordable everyday materials and office
supplies to create challenging and creative art, the library
is reiterated as a community space free for all in which art
instruction is made accessible and can act as a catalyst for
creative expression, protest, respite and joy.
OOMK will work with participants to transform the project
space downstairs at Shoreditch Library into a functional
workshop and open studio in which work will grow over the
weeks, drawing on the library and local area for inspiration.
At the end of the three-month project, there will be a
closing event to which all participants of the SLPW will be
invited to come together to celebrate their work and launch
a limited series Risograph zine documenting the workshops.
WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS
Saturday 7th March 2020
MAKE A ZINE. Have you ever wanted to make a zine?
Using the SLPW image bank and a template of your choice
learn how to make a zine using just a single sheet of paper
and a single cut. Next, learn how to make a collaged 8-page
zine focusing on found text and imagery. Learn how to
duplicate your zine ready to distribute it near and far.
Saturday 21st March 2020
MAKE A POSTER. Pick a wild prompt in a lucky dip and
make a poster for an event close to the library (Disco at
the Post Office? Or maybe a wedding at the nail salon?)
Learn how to make a strong wheat paste glue from everyday
kitchen ingredients and paste your poster for all to see.

One of My Kind (OOMK), causes in common, Serpentine Big
Family Weekend 2019. Photograph: Rob Harris

Part two (February – May 2020) is a project curated and
hosted by One of My Kind (OOMK), a collaborative
publishing practice led by artists Heiba Lamara, Sofia Niazi

Saturday 4th April 2020 MAKE A POSTCARD.
The Photocopier, The Librarian… The Automatic Doors.
Inspired by the iconography of the tarot deck, use collage
material to turn an aspect of the library into a symbolic
image. Learn how to duplicate sets of post cards on the
photocopier and to cut and create stacks of evenly shaped
cards with a wraparound.
Saturday 18th April 2020 MAKE A CALENDAR.
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Learn how to produce a theme and create imagery for each
month of the year. Learn how to duplicate your calendars on
the photocopier and choose from different binding options
to create your own calendars to take away with you and
share with family and friends.
Saturday 2nd May 2020 MAKE A BAG. Create a strong
image or slogan using the SLPW image bank and learn how
to use image transfer medium to decorate your own cotton
tote bag to take away at the end of the workshop.
Saturday 16th May 2020 JOIN THE PRODUCTION
LINE. Come and learn how to put together a handmade
publication. Take part in the production line and
commandeer a workstation to get 50 publications made in
2 hours!
ALL WORKSHOPS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO ALL.
To book a place for any of these workshops please email
local@peeruk.org
Saturday 23rd May 2020 FINAL EVENT
The final closing event will mark the end of the 3-month
project and invite all members or “alumni” of the SLPW to
come together in the space to celebrate their work and the
sharing of a limited series Risograph zine documenting the
workshops. Work from across the 3 months displayed for all
to see.
Shoreditch Library, 80 Hoxton Street, London, N1 6LP, UK.
For more information visit: http://www.peeruk.org/peer-inthe-library | http://oomk.net
20/20: Contemporary Cuban Printmaking
Highpoint Center for Printmaking, Minneapolis, USA
Until 28th March 2020
Highpoint Center for Printmaking presents 20/20:
Contemporary Cuban Printmaking, an exhibition created
in collaboration with Steven Daiber, Director of Red
Trillium Press.

the oldest and most prestigious fine arts school in Cuba,
founded in 1818. The Taller Experimental de Gráfica de
La Habana, is the most internationally well-known Cuban
print shop. Movements and groups such as La huella
múltiple (The Multiple Imprint) and Haciendo presión
(Making Pressure) were created by artists looking to
expand the boundaries of printmaking, as well as encourage
printmaking’s importance in modern Cuban art. Artists
from all of the above will be featured in the show. They
range from established artists, such as Eduardo Hernández,
who is “perhaps the most important gay artist in Cuba and
a professor of printmaking influencing and teaching for
the past 30 years,” according to Steven Daiber, to emerging
artists, which includes artists Hernández himself has taught.
The subject matter and printing techniques vary while one
constant strength remains: “Cuban art stands up to adversity
with humor and resolve.” (Steven Daiber) The artists are
not afraid to discuss politics, such as the impact of the
Trump Administration’s Cuba policy on the printmaking
community, which causes acute shortages of materials like
paper. While other work, such as Lamothe’s, discusses the
Malecon, a 7 kilometre stretch of sea wall that borders
Havana, often called the sofa on the city, in a 50-print
series. Highpoint invites you to join us for this exhibition
celebrating Cuban Printmaking.
Red Trillium Press/Aquí en la lucha is the work of Steven
Daiber based in Massachusetts. Daiber has worked
with books for more than twenty years. He has been to
Cuba regularly since 2001 and has facilitated dialogue
between Cuban and foreign artists. His books create real,
metaphorical objects: palaces of the memory in which each
element underscores a meaning. The collaborations with
Cuban artists tell their stories of the lived reality of Cuba in
the 21st century.
ARTISTS: Ivan Basulto, Yamilys Brito, Janette Brossard,
Anyelmaidelin Calzadilla, Yerandee Durán, Aliosky García,
Yordanis García, Edgar Hechavarria, Eduardo Hernández,
Osmel Herrera, Luis Lamothe, Yainiel Marínez, Norberto
Marrero, Ibrahim Miranda, Marcel Molina, Randy Moreno,
Osmeivy Ortega, Hanoi Perz, Alejandro Sainz.
Highpoint Center for Printmaking
912 W. Lake Street, Minneapolis, MN 55408, USA.
https://www.highpointprintmaking.org
Entropie Books -White Porcelain Bowls Contain
Symphonies of Yellow
University of St Andrews Library, Fife, Scotland
Until Saturday 28th March 2020
Entropie Books in association with The University of St
Andrews Library are pleased to present an exhibition
curated by Barbara A Morton featuring a selection from the
Entropie Books Catalogue

Poder: Power, Red Trillium Press
http://redtrilliumpress.com/project/poder-power/

Cuba has a rich history of traditional printmaking, with
multiple print shops and artists working across the country.
The Academia Nacional de Bellas Artes San Alejandro is

Entropie Books ~ established 2014 ~ publishes fine art and
artists’ books and pamphlets using traditional bookbinding,
letterpress, and screenprinting techniques. Books have been
exhibited previously by the Royal Scottish Academy; The
Meffan Gallery; McNaughtan’s Antiquarian Bookstore and
The University of Edinburgh College of Art.
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poem ‘Questions of Travel’ by Elizabeth Bishop (1911
–1979). All the postcards received will be on display
throughout April 2020, after which they will be swapped
between contributors and sent with a WBN2020 postcards
produced for World Book Night.
Bower Ashton Library
UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/

In 2018 The Word Itself is a Musical Sound was awarded the
Meffan Gallery Purchase Prize. The full Entropie Books
catalogue is available for private consultation at the National
Library of Scotland ~ Special Collections Reading Room,
George IV Bridge Edinburgh EH2 1EW.

Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS] will be exhibiting
Artists’ Books, Print Installations at the following:
2B Or Not 2B (To Be Or Not To Be) artist’s book
Illuminating the Self-Out of the Blue. Hatton Gallery
Newcastle. Until 9th May. 2020 (A project on Eplilepsy)
Great Print Exhibition. Reghed Centre, Penrith, Cumbria.
Until 8th March 2020.
Royal Watercolour Society Competition. Bankside Gallery.
6-18 March 2020

Entropie Books, Brookline, 15 Comerton, Drumoig, St
Andrews, Scotland, KY16 0NQ, UK.
http://www.entropiebooks.com
Exhibition: University of St Andrews Library, North Street
St Andrews, Fife, Scotland, KY16 9TR, UK.
https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/library/contact/
Should we have stayed at home and thought of here?
Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol, UK
Weds 1st – Thursday 30th April 2020
An exhibition of all the postcards received from the call
for participation in World Book Night 2020. This year we
have a selection of books and poetry nominated by Csilla
Biro, Sarah Bodman, Nancy Campbell and Linda Parr.
The exhibition, video and publication for 2020 are
coordinated by Sarah Bodman and Linda Parr.

Sumi Perera will also be speaking at the following
Symposium & running a Masterclass in HYBRID
PRINTMAKING, Ireland. Invited Speaker - MULTI
MATRIX A Printmaking Symposium. Belfast Print
Workshop in partnership with University of Ulster &
Seacourt Print Workshop. 13th March 2020
She will also be Teaching a Masterclass, Artist Books.
Designer Bookbinders. St Bride Bindery. London.
18th - 19th April 2020.
https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Exhibitions at Blue Star Contemporary, San Antonio, USA

Postcard for World Book Night 2020, sent by Bertie van der Meij,
The Netherlands

In light of Nancy Campbell’s book The Library of Ice:
Readings from a Cold Climate (Scribner) we decided not
to travel. Instead we travel virtually through fiction and
libraries. Our set texts for WBN 2020 were: W. G. Sebald’s
The Rings of Saturn (New Directions Books, 1998), Olga
Tokarczuk’s Flights (Fitzcarraldo Editions, 2018), and the

Candace Hicks - Secret Passage
Middle Gallery
Until 3rd May 2020
Secret Passage is a bookish installation that warps and
multiplies space itself while offering a rich, narrative
experience. The exhibition includes twenty-four volumes
of Common Threads, unique hand-embroidered collections
of coincidences gleaned from the artist’s reading. Also,
The Case of the Endless Yarn, unspools its secrets from the
gallery’s ceiling with a whodunnit tale stitched from an
enigmatic library. Lastly, viewers are offered a glimpse into
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fictional spaces made material. This project expands upon
the double meaning of “secret passage.” In general, a secret
passage allows for clandestine smuggling or concealing
treasure. Whether your intentions are noble or devious,
hidden routes facilitate stealth by deceiving our expectations
of design. Alternately, in a literary sense, a secret passage
encodes a text whose mystery can only be revealed by a
careful reader bent on solving the puzzle.

These works explore the importance of books as medium,
source, subject, etc. – to the history of art and to artists, be
they sculpture, print, photography, one of a kind artists’
books in the tradition of book arts, digitally based works,
and more.
Blue Star Contemporary
116 Blue Star, San Antonio, TX 78204, USA.
https://bluestarcontemporary.org
With a background in book art, Candace Hicks’s work is
based on reading fiction. With the exhibition Read Me at
Lawndale Art Center, Hicks opened the book form into a
room-sized interactive installation in which viewers pieced
together a puzzle of narrative to find the correct solution.
The Locked Room at Living Arts in Tulsa focused on a
specific genre of literature the “locked room” mystery, and
visitors were tasked with the challenge to find the means of
metaphorically escaping the gallery. Egress at Pump Project
explored literary connections and coincidences through
sculpture and text. For Many Mini Murder Scenes at Women
and Their Work, Hicks reproduced tableaux plucked from
crime fiction and offered viewers the experience of playing a
detective searching for clues.

The How and the What – edition hansjörg mayer
Kunstverein, Boekie Woekie and Eenwerk
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Until 11th April 2020

Candace Hicks is an Associate Professor at Stephen F.
Austin State University. Her artists’ books are in collections
including the Museum of Modern Art New York, Fine Arts
Museum of San Francisco, and many university special
collections including Harvard, Yale, and Stanford.
Novel Ideas
Main Gallery
Until 3rd May 2020
Featuring artists Emilia Azcárate, Ann Clarke, Arturo
Herrera, Hye-Ryoung Min, Benedikt Terwiel
The Novel Ideas group exhibition provides a platform for
artists whose practices are dedicated to books.
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Kunstverein, Boekie Woekie and Eenwerk are happy to
invite you to their joint exhibition of Hansjörg Mayer:
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“typoet,” concrete poet, printer, publisher and teacher.
This fragmented exhibition – with the resolve of an
institutional show – brings together Mayer’s (Stuttgart,
1943) extensive and diverse oeuvre. By placing Mayer’s
work in the context of the bookstore, the street, the library,
the gallery and the school, different aspects of his practice
are shown.
Kunstverein
(Hazenstraat 28, Amsterdam. Open Thu–Sat, 1–6pm or
by appointment)
Early experiments with typography and film take center
stage at Kunstverein. From outside, projected directly onto
the large front window of the space, passersby can watch
the little-known films Mayer made as part of the Filma
Arbeits Team. F.A.T. was a pioneering experimental filmmaking project set up by Georg Bense, Hansjorg Mayer
and Rainer Wössner in Stuttgart. The films show their
intense preoccupation with language, text and structure.
Inside, Mayer’s own concrete poems and experiments
with typography and printing techniques will be shown.
These early works – in which the graphic and poetic is a
result of experiments with technology and material – are
key to understanding Mayer’s work.

The exhibition is based on an idea by Marja Bloem.
Additional Event in collaboration with Studium Generale
Rietveld Academie, 20th March 2020, 4–6pm
An afternoon of talks with Hansjörg Mayer and his
contemporaries will take place at the Gerrit Rietveld
Academie. Dialogues between the work and working
methods of Hansjörg Mayer and kindred spirits will be
discussed. The full programme will be announced via
https://studiumgenerale.rietveldacademie.nl
Additionally, a selection of work produced by Mayer and
his students while he was teaching at Bath Academy and
Watford School of Art, UK will be on display at the library.
This exhibition has been made possible through the kind
support of Amsterdams Fonds voor de Kunst, Kunstverein’s
(Gold) Members and Stimuleringsfonds Creatieve Industrie.
https://kunstverein.nl

Boekie Woekie
(Berenstraat 16, Amsterdam. Open Daily, 12–6pm)
Boekie Woekie is the artists’ bookstore run by the artists
Henriëtte van Egten, Rúna Thorkelsdóttir and Jan Voss.
On this occasion (almost) all of Roth’s books, published
by Mayer, will be on display alongside the many Roth books
they regulary hold.
Eenwerk
(Koninginneweg 176, Amsterdam. Open Thu–Sat, 1–6pm)
– as the name suggests – shows only one work by one artist
at the time. In the main gallery, enlarged pages from Mayer’s
Typoaktionen as well as the ‘leporello’ itself will be shown. In
addition, many books published by edition hansjörg mayer
will be on show in the library of Irma Boom,
adjacent to Eenwerk. Visitors are invited to browse through
this immense, inspirational collection of publications,
including Mayer’s own ‘typoems’, the Futura series,
artists’ publications, artists’ catalogues and his later
ethnographic books.
Finally, a first! At all locations, visitors can listen to records
from Selten Gehörte Musik (Seldom Heard Music) – Mayer’s
record label which captured the improvisation and mayhem
of (among others) Dieter Roth, Gerhard Rühm, Hermann
Nitsch and Oswald Wiener.
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Solo exhibition - Fernanda Fedi - FUGHE
Galerie Quadrige, Nice, France
Until 14th March 2020
On this occasion, a portfolio will be presented with five
original plates by the artist “La Musique, éperdument”
published in 50 copies with poetic text printed in movable
type by Alain Freixe and a CD by Franco Ballabeni Gianluigi Nuccini.
Galerie Quadrige
14 avenue Pauliani, 06000 Nice, France.
http://www.galerie-quadrige.com
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Participating Witness: The Poetics of Granary Books
Poets House, New York, USA
10th March – 29th August 2020

The title of this exhibition, taken from Johanna Drucker’s
recent essay about Granary in the CODEX Papers (Vol.
1, 2018), foregrounds what she calls a “vital combination
of bringing forward and also generating works,” which
embodies the spirit of Granary Books and its founder,
Steve Clay. Here, it also serves as an organising principle
for the exhibition.
This exhibition features selected publications from 2000–
2020, including limited-edition artists’ books, trade books,
and other materials related to preparation and publication,
the material foundations for engaging the “poetics” of
Granary Books’ volumes. Forthcoming limited-edition
artists’ books, including work by Jane Wodening, Timothy
Ely, and Whit Griffin, will be on display for the first time.
Free and open to the public.
Cheney Chappell Exhibition Space, Poets House
10 River Terrace , New York, NY 10282, USA.
https://poetshouse.org/event/participating-witness-granarybooks/

Join us on 10th March 2020, at 6pm for a conversation
between Granary Books publisher Steve Clay & editor and
archivist Mary Catherine Kinniburgh that celebrates the
opening of Participating Witness: The Poetics Of Granary
Books.

Kontakt with Guy Schraenen
Artists’ Publications, Sound, Films, and More
Museo Reina Sofía, Nouvel Building, Madrid, Spain
Until 5th June 2020

For thirty-five years, Granary Books has brought together
writers, artists, and bookmakers to publish work at
the intersection of word, image, and page, engaging
the province of the avant-gardes that emerge from the
various strands of the New American Poetry, including
collaborators affiliated with the New York School, Black
Mountain, Beat, Ethnopoetics, Fluxus, concrete and visual
poetry, book arts, and beyond, with nearly two hundred
publications over the years.
Guy Schraenen, Je est un autre, 1987. Private collection Antwerp

Publisher Steve Clay holds Granary Book’s 2014 publication of
A Book of Glyphs by Edward Sanders, while a Poets House staff
person holds a photograph of Edward Sanders himself holding
his original hand-produced edition.
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Curator: Maike Aden. Guy Schraenen (1941–2018) was
a gallery owner, publisher, collector, curator, investigator,
author. But he is probably best known as one of the key
figures of a transboundary network of pioneering artists and
activists who, from the end of the 1950s on, explored and
promoted radical new languages and ways of producing,
multiplying, and disseminating artistic ideas and works.
The network’s intention was to exceed the art-immanent
circuit, with its defined discourses, implied rituals, and
market rules. Of fundamental importance was reaching
a broad public, across political and institutional borders,
with modest prices and exchange strategies. Investigating
all formats, materials, means, structures, and concepts
involved in mass-media reproduction, these artists invented
a new genre of art, for which Schraenen coined the term
artists’ publications. The expression stands for all kinds
of reproduced printed matter, multiplied objects, and
sound publications by artists. Long before established art
institutions, critics, and art historians recognised the artistic
value of these works, Schraenen treasured, published,
exchanged, collected, and presented them to give “the
opportunity to a public, kept ignorant by specialised media,
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to have knowledge” (Manifest A.S.P.C., 1974). As one of
the key forces behind the movement, Schraenen took on
multiple roles, in the process becoming a seminal link
between artists, institutions, and the public.
With the present exhibition, the Museo Reina Sofía seeks
to illustrate Schraenen’s various projects, approaches,
and connections, starting with his exhibition projects as
founder of the Galerie Kontakt. From there, the exhibition
follows Schraenen as he founds his publishing house, Guy
Schraenen éditeur, to explore new paths by publishing
works in collaboration with artists. His active participation
in the global art exchange network and his efforts to
preserve independent artistic creations led to the founding
of the Archive for Small Press and Communication
(A.S.P.C.), which he ran with Anne Marsily. The exhibition
also reflects on Schraenen’s interest in promoting
awareness of new art practices by organizing exhibitions,
performances, screenings, concerts, essays, radio programs,
and so on, both as an individual and in collaboration with
institutions. From the end of the 1980s on, he was invited
by several European museums to found, curate, and present
collections of artists’ publications.
Schraenen’s distinctive work was underpinned by his deep
concern to take an independent stance toward the canons
of the established art system. Schraenen titled one of his
own works “For another approach to art history,” the words
expressing his uncompromising commitment to explore
territory beyond the mainstream, including beyond the
mainstream of the anti-mainstream. He saw his discoveries
as political statements, and with each of the works presented
in this exhibition we have the chance to witness anew the
free-spiritedness of Guy Schraenen.
Library and Documentation Centre, Space D
Museo Reina Sofía, Nouvel Building
Ronda de Atocha Street, 28012 Madrid, Spain.
https://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/exhibitions/kontaktguy-schraenen
Better Together
String Room Gallery at Wells College, Aurora, NY, USA
23rd March - 18th April 2020

Together (March 23-April 18), curated by ILSSA member
Leah Mackin. The opening will be 5-7pm on Thursday 26th
March 2020, all welcome.
Wells College, Main Building
170 Main Street, Aurora, NY 13026, USA.
https://www.wells.edu/string-room-gallery
“I open my eyes and see myself under a tree laden with
fruit that I cannot name.”
The Center for Book Arts, New York, USA
Until 28th March 2020
Storytelling is a central component of societal development
across centuries and cultures. Whether used as a tool to
recall history, preserve identity, or to transmit morals, it is a
means for understanding and sharing human experiences.
Oral traditions and the written word are perhaps the
most obvious modes of communication associated with
storytelling, however visual artists have equally engaged
with it throughout history, and continue to do so today.
Curated by Lila Nazemian, “I open my eyes and see myself
under a tree laden with fruit that I cannot name” is an
exhibition entitled after a line in Sinan Antoon’s latest novel,
The Book of Collateral Damage, featured alongside Hadieh
Shafie and Zarina, whose works are deeply embedded
within narrative mediums. Through the use of paper,
printing methods and orality, each artist produces works
that function as allegories for sharing stories of home and
of their lived experiences.
During the course of the exhibition, public programmes
such as artist talks between Shafie, Antoon and Nazemian
will take place, in addition to poetry recitations
accompanied by live music from Iran, Iraq and South Asia.
Live Music Performance: March 6, 6:30pm
Warren Lehrer: Books, Animation, Performance,
Collaboration
On view at the Center for Book Arts Foyer Gallery
Warren Lehrer: Books, Animation, Performance,
Collaboration explores Warren Lehrer’s approach to
visualizing poetry and prose in multi-branched projects
through books, typography, animation, performance, and
collaboration. The centerpiece is Lehrer’s newest book/
project, Five Oceans in a Teaspoon, a collaboration with
poet/investigative journalist Dennis J Bernstein
(Paper Crown Press, 2019). In addition to copies of the
Five Oceans in a Teaspoon book (shown in image below),
the exhibit includes 27 prints of individual poems and a reel
of a dozen animations.

ILSSA Frameworks will be traveling to the String Room
Gallery at Wells College (Aurora, NY) for the show Better
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The exhibit also features some of Lehrer’s previous books
and animations/films/performances that branch from
them, including: Globalization: Preventing the Sameness of
the World and clips from 1001 Voices: Symphony for a New
America—offshoots of Crossing the BLVD (W.W. Norton)
co-authored with Judith Sloan; and animations and films
used in Lehrer’s performances of his illuminated novel A
LIFE IN BOOKS: The Rise and Fall of Bleu Mobley (Goff
Books). Lehrer and Bernstein’s first book/play FRENCH
FRIES (1984, VSW), and other solo and collaborative
bookworks provide further context.
Artist Presentation: March 26, 6:30pm
Remembering Walter Hamady: Selections from The
Perishable Press
On view in the Bindery Studio Gallery
Born in 1940 in Flint, Michigan, Walter Hamady was a
book artist, educator, publisher, and poet known for his
tactile and witty approach to bookmaking and collage. As
the founder of the influential Perishable Press Limited and
professor emeritus at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Hamady was a leader in the field for decades. He acquired
a love for printed materials early in his childhood, citing
his mother’s extensive book and magazine collection as an
original inspiration. He received his BFA from Wayne State
University (1964) and his MFA from Cranbrook Academy
of Art (1966). In 1964, while working towards his MFA,
Hamady launched the Perishable Press. Through the press,
he published 131 volumes, including works of his own
and those of many contemporaries. He joined the faculty
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison in 1966, and he
became an influential voice in the art department until
his retirement in 1996.Hamady received grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts for his work at Perishable
Press (1976, 1978, and 1980) and a fellowship from the
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fund in 1969.
His work has been collected by institutions including the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London and the New York
Public Library.

Remembering Walter Hamady: Selections from the Perishable
Press celebrates the life and career of Walter Hamady. As a
pioneer of bookbinding, printmaking and collage, Hamady
created the Perishable Press as a space for experimentation
and innovation in the field of book arts. By collaborating
with other poets, writers and artists, Hamady brought others
into the realm of bookmaking, expanding the reach of the
medium. In this exhibition, we present a survey of his work
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over the span of four decades and numerous collaborations,
with poets like Robert Creeley, Rosmarie Waldrop, George
Oppen, and others. Lecture on Walter Hamady with Ruth
Lingen: March 12, 6:30pm
Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor. New York, NY 10001, USA.
https://centerforbookarts.org

https://cdla.info/category/programme-cdla/

Curious Things: A glimpse into the International Mail Art
Archive of Michael Leigh and Hazel Jones
All Saints Library, Manchester, UK
Until 3rd April 2020
For more than forty years, artist Michael Leigh has been
creating, sending, receiving and collecting Mail Art, small
scale works sent through the post. The archive he has
amassed with fellow artist Hazel Jones includes worldwide
correspondence with over fifty artists and encompasses
envelopes, rubber stamps, zines, catalogues, badges,
artistamps, artist trading cards, add to and pass on books,
collaborative books and posted objects. This exhibition
features a selection of material from the archive and has
been curated by Michael Leigh and Hazel Jones, Senior
Lecturer at Manchester School of Art.
Special Collections Gallery, 3rd Floor, All Saints Library
All Saints, Manchester, M15 6BH, UK.
https://www.specialcollections.mmu.ac.uk/exhibitions.php
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Place: a travelling exhibition of artists’ books
Canberra Museum+Gallery, Canberra City, Australia
21st March - 4th July 2020
Artists’ Books, or Book Works as they are also referred
to, are part of most artists’ vocabulary, either as drawings
bound together, illustrated diaries or a response to a place,
time, political or historical event, or personal emotion.
Avril Makula and Liz Jeneid, the curators of this exhibition,
are both involved in the making of books. Avril is a book
designer and maker of unique books who explores the
book as art using typography, geometry and colour as
content. Liz is a printmaker who has experimented with
different approaches, combining various techniques in the
bookmaking process. Liz also pioneered a bookmaking
course at UOW Faculty of Creative Arts.
PLACE brings together 39 book artists from NSW, ACT,
Victoria and Queensland. Each artist has explored the
theme of place in their work, whether a physical location or
a place of their imagination. The books vary in size, content
and technique, and form an extraordinary collection of
books that is intended to delight and intrigue the viewer.
Accompanying PLACE is a series of workshops and talks,
aimed to engage and involve the community, and will be
open to all.
Cnr. London Circuit and Civic Square, Canberra City,
ACT 2608, Australia
http://www.cmag.com.au

Paging Through: Artists’ Books by Tia Blassingame
John Stewart Memorial Library, Wilson College,
Chambersburg, USA
Until 7th June 2020
Paging Through: Artists’ Books by Tia Blassingame is on
display in the Cooley Gallery, located on the second floor
of the John Stewart Memorial Library, at Wilson College,
Chambersburg, PA. The show runs until 7th June 2020,
when Tia Blassingame will give an artist’s talk and be the
June artist-in-residence.
John Stewart Memorial Library, Wilson College, 1015
Philadelphia Ave, Chambersburg, PA 17201, USA.
https://library.wilson.edu/
Salon for a Speculative Future exhibition
Chisenhale Studios, London, UK
27th – 29th March 2020
Monika Oechsler & Monica Biagioli: Salon for a
Speculative Future Publication is in celebration of great
women, edited by Sharon Kivland, to be published by
MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE in Spring 2020.
Public private view event Sunday 29th March, 2- 6pm
The Salon for a Speculative Future was inaugurated in
2019 in celebration of Women’s History month with a first
manifestation, an exhibition and performance event by
thirty-two women artists, at Chisenhale Art Place, London.
The Salon project provides a creative platform which
expands to include an increasing number of women artists
on a yearly basis, reiterated through successive exhibitions
with live events and publications.
A forthcoming book Salon for a Speculative Future
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Publication will feature over 70 artists and their homage
to women who have influenced their creative practice.
To promote the book and to celebrate Women’s History
Month we are planning a Salon for a Speculative Future
exhibition with live events for the weekend, 27 – 29 March
at Chisenhale Studios. The main focus of the exhibition
will be a printed display of all artists’ contributions to the
forthcoming Salon for a Speculative Future Publication.
This will be a first chance to see a sneak preview of all
individual contributions.
Chisenhale Studios
64-84 Chisenhale Rd, London E3 5QZ, UK.
https://chisenhale.co.uk/studios/

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Caro Giordano. Eine Spurensuche (A search for traces) artist book award 2020 goes to Ulrike Stoltz
From Sarah Janke at the Herzog August Bibliothek, Germany:
The renowned book artist and typographer receives the
6,000 euro prize from the Herzog August Bibliothek
Wolfenbüttel and the Curt Mast Jägermeister Foundation.
Associated with the award is the opportunity to work on
the library for up to a month and to produce an artist book
inspired by the holdings of the HAB.

Caro Giordano - Eine Spurensuche, Ulrike Stoltz, 2020

Ulrike Stoltz will work on her submitted concept “Caro
Giordano” at the HAB and will search for traces of the
Renaissance philosopher, theologian and astronomer
Giordano Bruno (1548–1600). The book artist’s
preoccupation with the Renaissance philosopher has so
far been expressed in three artist books and is now being
continued.

10 Year Anniversary of the 25-year Handmade Book series
Weinstein Fine Art, Chapel Hill, NC, USA
18th April 2020, 2-5pm
A retrospective of the last ten years of writing, designing,
and creating unique art found on each page of Emily’s
25-year Handmade Book series.
Gallery/studio: Weinstein Fine Art, 501 Landerwood Lane,
Chapel Hill, NC, USA.
https://emilyeveweinstein.com/events

After dealing with the sources of the library, the results
are to be processed in a unique book. Texts, typography,
drawing and photography will play an important role in
the newly designed artist book. In addition, there will be
references to the texts, but also to the reception history of
Giordano Bruno. The overall aim of the project is to create
a link between art and science and to bring it together in an
artist book.
Ulrike Stoltz is a pioneer and mediator of the genre
artist book. As a typographer and book artist, she set
standards in this niche and shaped the whole scene. In
Germany, for example, she has been active in the “usus”
artists’ community for over 30 years and has an excellent
international network. With the decision of the jury, an
established and distinguished artist is now being recognised
who has had a significant influence on the entire book art
scene.
A total of 22 artists, including those from the United States,
Canada, Portugal and England, participated in the call,
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which took place for the third time in 2020. The range of
designs and the artistic examination of the history and
holdings of the HAB was surprisingly diverse. In addition
to the winner’s concept, two other project ideas were
shortlisted: Tina Flau’s marine climate map uses early world
maps and sea descriptions from the HAB collection to
refer to the effects of climate change on the oceans. Patricia
Portela and Leslie Smith submitted a joint project idea to
deal with Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.
The HAB artist book collection was founded in the 1950s
with contemporary works by great French painters, the
livres de peintre. Painters’ books and press prints form the
profile of the internationally recognised collection, which is
based on European book art. To date, artists have repeatedly
approached the artist’s book and explored the limits of the
medium in both traditional and experimental ways.

PURE NAKED BEAUTY
Tutor Claudia Benvestito
18th – 20th March 2020
Workshop participants will learn knot-tack sewing on
split-strap supports - a medieval technique that counts as
one of the strongest and most durable ever known. This will
be translated into a modern variant made without a sewing
frame. Italian back-beaded primary endbands will reinforce
the head and tail of the book block and a secondary
crowned sewing enhances their appeal.
On the third day Lori Sauer will take over from Claudia and
show students how to bind their sewn books in a specially
developed contemporary structure that shows off the
exposed sewing - all will be revealed in the class.

With regard to the history and development of the
collection, the Herzog August Bibliothek and the Curt Mast
Jägermeister Foundation have awarded the Book Art Prize
for the first time in 2018, which is also intended to honour
Sabine Solf ’s commitment to the interests of the library and
its foundations. As an art historian, she helped build the
collection and kept in touch with the artists.
The decision about the award was made by a jury, the
Dr. Sabine Solf, Wolfenbüttel (Chair), Prof. Dr. Peter
Burschel, Director of the Herzog August Bibliothek, Manja
Puschnerus, Executive Board Member of the Curt Mast
Jägermeister Foundation, Dr. Stefan Soltek, head of the
Klingspor Museum Offenbach, Nikoline Kästner, paper
restorer, and Dr. Johannes Mangei, Deputy Director of the
Herzog August Bibliothek.
Herzog August Bibliothek, Lessingplatz 1, 38304
Wolfenbüttel, Germany.
http://www.hab.de/de/home/aktuelles/
kuenstlerbuchpreis-2020.html
More information about Ulrike Stoltz can be found at:
https://www.boatbook.de/

COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
BINDING re:DEFINED, UK:

FRENCH FINESSE
Tutor Hélène Jolis
21st – 24th April 2020
French binders traditionally use experts to complete the
finishing on their bindings. Parisian Hélène is one of
these specialists who has worked on the bindings of many
renowned binders and her work is in libraries and private
collections around the world. Since closing her own
studio some years ago she has focused on training
finishers worldwide.
Techniques taught in this workshop of contemporary
decorative techniques open real possibilities for today’s
creative work. The methods are adapted to the need of most
designer bookbinders, from beginners to professionals,
without requiring an investment of costly tools. Students
will focus on developing the skills of modern inlay, onlay,
relief, juxtaposition and incision techniques. Each student
will work on one or two leather-covered panels, following
a design pattern created by Hélène. Using a variety of
materials such as wood, metal, different kinds of leather and
small objects, students will learn a new way to approach
the aforementioned techniques, with a special focus on
inlays. The techniques taught will lead to precision, finesse
and an improved quality of work. The objective is to lead
the student to a technical understanding that will serve to
stimulate creativity.
Please have a look at https://www.bookbindingworkshops.
com for the rest of the schedule and all the details.
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email bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com or ring
Lori Sauer on 01672 851638
BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation
of book structures and how they make an intelligent
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work.
The focus of our carefully selected programme remains
firmly in the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the
best in contemporary design. We work out of a purpose
built bindery in Wiltshire’s beautiful Vale of Pewsey close to
a mainline station and good road links.

Karen Hanmer Book Arts - Workshops Schedule
Karen Hanmer Book Arts offers workshops and private
instruction to working practitioners and dedicated
hobbyists, focusing on a solid foundation in traditional
binding skills. To view the 202 workshop schedule visit:
http://karenhanmer.com/teaching/

Carousel Book Workshop
The Poetry Pharmacy, Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire, UK
14th March 2020
Katy Alston, Shropshire-based illustrator and book artist,
is running a Carousel book Workshop, at The Poetry
Pharmacy, Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire on 14th March 2020,
from 10am to 3pm.

2020 Summer Institute | Wells Book Arts Center, USA
From Jim Kelly: The full schedule of fantastic workshops and
instructors now online at
https://wellsbookartscenter.org/events/future-events/2020summer-institute/

All are welcome, no previous experience is necessary, the
cost is £40 for the day, excluding lunch, but including tea
and cake. The price includes all materials needed, but please
feel free to bring anything you’d like to use or incorporate
such as paints, college materials, papers and text.

In Cahoots Residency, Petaluma, California, USA is
offering print, book & paper arts workshops in 2020!

There’s a maximum of 10 people, so book early!
Call The Poetry Pharmacy, Bishop’s Castle on 01588 638069
or contact Twitter @emergencypoet
https://www.poetrypharmacy.co.uk

March 21 - Border Book Binding with Macy Chadwick
March 28 - Cut Paper with Sara Burgess
May 9 - Limp Paper Binding with John DeMerritt
May 16 - Monotype Series with Rebecca Foster
June 27 - Storage Book with Macy Chadwick
August 29 - Natural Dyes: Drawing Color from the Land
with Rebecca Foster
October 10 - Overlaption on the Letterpress (Linoleum
block printing) with Macy Chadwick
All workshops take place on Saturdays in the studios at
In Cahoots Residency, in Petaluma, California, USA.
Instructors include: John DeMerritt, Sara Burgess, Rebecca
Foster and Macy Chadwick. Registration is first-come firstserved. Check out the website for more information and to
register soon! http://incahootsresidency.com/workshops/
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The Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE Bristol, UK
Summer Book Arts and Printmaking Institute 2020
Idea as machine: Random Rules & Imperfect Systems
Led by Guy Bigland, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Weds 15th - Thursday 16th July 2020
This course will examine how rules and systems can be used
to generate ideas within a visual arts or writing practice.
You will explore concepts of unoriginality, the influence of
context and the use of appropriation to create content and
meaning. Students will work with drawing, writing, collage
or a mixture of all three.

http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/newsletters/

themes of the poetry they contain. We will use an eclectic
range of poetic and practical bookmaking techniques
including concrete poetry, erasure poetry, Found poetry,
collage, pamphlets, zines, stab binding and collaboration
to create new and exciting work. This will be an energetic,
practical two days looking at words and poetry in fun and
inclusive ways, and aims to give participants the confidence
and techniques to find new ways of using words and poetry
in their own practice.

Guy Bigland is a visual artist who works with books,
print, digital media and painting to examine the use of
language and systems of order. In 2015 he won the Sheffield
International Artists’ book prize and in 2017 was invited
to create a text-work for Coastal Currents arts festival in
Hastings, which was published across three issues of the
Hastings Independent newspaper. Also in 2017 he exhibited
in the group show The Order of Things at The Wilson in
Cheltenham and was subsequently commissioned by the
Cheltenham Trust to make About is like About, a text-work
shown across 9 billboards in Cheltenham.

In 2018 Bigland collaborated on a performance, Dancing
About Architecture, with internationally acclaimed
choreographer Richard Colton at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, USA. His work is held in public
and private collections in Austria, Germany, Italy, Norway,
Switzerland, the UK and USA. http://www.guybigland.com
Max 10 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
2-day course £195 full price / £156 concessions
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/

All materials will be provided but please bring along any
poetry (either your own or by someone else) or any other
items of ephemera that you have collected and may want
to incorporate into a book (don’t worry if you haven’t got
anything, there will be lots of stuff available on the course to
use!).

The Poetry of Artists’ Books
Led by Jeremy Dixon, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Wednesday 29th - Thursday 30th July 2020
Please join Jeremy Dixon, the poet and artist’s book maker,
for two days of inspirational, practical work devoted to
producing your own unique poetic artist’s book. We will
examine artists’ books long association with poetry and
how such books can reflect, amplify and/or become the

Hazard Press (Jeremy Dixon) is a queer, Welsh imprint
creating Artists’ Books that aim to incorporate their belief
that we are living in an age of collage and intersectionalism
and that the art we create should recognise and reflect this.
Max 10 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
2-day course. £195 full price / £156 concessions
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/
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Japanese Water-based Woodcut Printmaking
(Mokuhanga) sold out
Led by Lucy May Schofield, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Mon 20th - Weds 22nd July 2020
During this immersive three-day workshop you will be
introduced to the traditional Japanese art of woodblock
printing. Mokuhanga is perfect for anyone interested in
a non-toxic, table-top printmaking technique. Over the
course of the three days you will learn the skills to transfer
an image to Japanese plywood and carve various colour
separation blocks in relief, following in the tradition of
Japanese Ukiyo-e printing. With no mechanical press
required, only a hand held ‘baren’, you will learn the
techniques to achieve various print effects, from ‘sesame
printing’ to ‘bokashi’ (gradation), while registering
your multi-block image through the simple but brilliant
traditional ‘kento’ registration system. You will be sure
to fall in love with both the process and results of this
accessible, mediative, water-based printmaking method
which provides endless possibilities.

traditional Japanese art of scroll making and accordion book
making. These two structures are the oldest forms of books
in Japan, combining washi (mulberry paper) and nori (rice
paste). Over the two days you will learn the skills to mount
book cloth with paper using the urauchi method alongside
the techniques of creating invisible, seamless accordion
pages for a double-sided cloth-covered hard-back accordion
book. The traditional skills acquired on this workshop will
allow you to use them in contemporary book arts projects in
the future. This workshop is being hosted exclusively
for CFPR at UWE, Bristol.

You can expect to leave with a small edition of A5 size
multi-block print on Japanese paper, demonstrating various
printing techniques whilst acquiring the skills to continue
carving and printing at home.
Lucy May Schofield learned Japanese printmaking and
paper making techniques whilst living in Japan for 2
years. She regularly returns to Japan to exhibit and attend
residencies, last year completing the upper advanced
training programme at the Mokuhanga Innovation
Laboratory near Mt. Fuji. Lucy has taught book arts and
printmaking nationally for over 12 years and regularly runs
introductory workshops as well as masterclasses. She makes
books and prints, exhibiting her work internationally. Her
work is held in public and private collections from the Tate
to Yale Centre for British Art. She is currently based in rural
Northumberland. http://www.lucymayschofield.com
Max 8 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
3-day course £300 full price / £240 concessions
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/
Japanese Scroll (maki-mono) & Accordion (ori-hon) Book
Making
Led by Lucy May Schofield, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Thursday 23rd - Friday 24th July 2020
This is an intensive two-day workshop learning the
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You can expect to leave the workshop with two structures
of approx. A5 size, both a cloth-covered scroll and a clothcovered accordion book.
Lucy May Schofield learned Japanese printmaking and
paper making techniques whilst living in Japan for 2
years. She regularly returns to Japan to exhibit and attend
residencies, last year completing the upper advanced
training programme at the Mokuhanga Innovation
Laboratory near Mt.Fuji. Lucy has taught book arts and
printmaking nationally for over 12 years and regularly runs
introductory workshops as well as masterclasses. She makes
books and prints, exhibiting her work internationally. Her
work is held in public and private collections from the Tate
to Yale Centre for British Art. She is currently based in rural
Northumberland. http://www.lucymayschofield.com
Max 8 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
2-day course £200 full price / £160 concessions
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/
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TETRA PAK COLLAGRAPH PRINTING
Led by Stephen Fowler, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Monday 27th and Tuesday 28th July
With its layers of paperboard, polyethylene, aluminum
foil, Tetra Pak; offers not only an immediacy which other
collagraph materials lack, but also a satisfying tactility
when cutting, scoring, peeling and printing with this
distinctive material. In recycling milk, soup and custard
cartons; exciting imaginative creative responses abound.
The structure of the packaging can be the spark of an idea
or integrated into a motif. Large prints can be created when
collaging Tetra Pak plates together.

& Albert Museum. Fowler has run collaborative and
experiential workshops in drawing and printmaking at
the Whitechapel Art Gallery, Birmingham Library, the
V&A, Hayward Gallery’s Wide Open School, and Margate’s
Turner Contemporary gallery. He is also a senior lecturer on
Worcester University’s Illustration Degree Course.
His book on Rubber Stamping, published by Laurence King
is out now.
Max 10 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
2-day course. £195 full price / £156 concessions
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/

Easily Adaptable Boxes and Slipcases
Led by Jeff Rathermel, Bower Ashton, Bristol, UK
Monday 3rd and Tuesday 4th August 2020
In this two-day intensive workshop students will learn
the fundamentals of box making that is both archival and
decorative. Using professional materials and techniques,
three projects will be completed: 1) a shallow box with a
fitted lid; 2) a deeper box with a hinged lid; and 3) a rigid
slipcase. Instructions will be given to easily customise the
proportions of each project to meet specific needs. Students
are encouraged to bring one small book or object for use in
planning an independent personal project. No prior book
binding or box making experience is required. All materials
and tools will be provided.

During this two-day introductory workshop into Tetra
Pak collagraph print, Stephen Fowler will facilitate the
exploration of intaglio and relief print, a combination of the
two processes, and the potential of mutli-plate printing.
On day two there will be time to play, create and develop
your own body of prints.
Small press publications, rubber stamps and alternative
printmaking are the focus of the course tutor, Stephen
Fowler’s, practice. His zines and artists’ books are held in
national collections such as Tate Britain and the Victoria
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Jeff Rathermel is an artist, educator, curator and
independent scholar who lives and works in the United
States. In the past he served as the Director and Curator of
the Perlman Teaching Museum at Carleton College, one of
the nation’s leading liberal arts institutions. Prior to that he
held the joint position of Executive and Artistic Director
at Minnesota Center for Book Arts. Current areas of
research include modern collage/assemblage practices and
contemporary Fluxus-inspired publications.
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Rathermel holds Bachelors and Masters of Fine Arts
degrees from the University of Minnesota where he studied
printmaking, hand papermaking, digital arts and traditional
binding. He has curated and organised countless book art
exhibitions and his personal artwork is shown and collected
internationally.
Max 8 participants. Each day: 9.30am – 4.30pm.
All materials, teas and coffees, and lunches are provided.
2-day course. £200 full price / £160 concessions.
Book online at: https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/

Bookbinding: Three Structures
Tutor: Rachel Hazell, Edinburgh, UK
9th-10th May 2020
A rare chance to attend a purely structural bookbinding
workshop with Rachel in Edinburgh. Bind three books in a
weekend – two hardbacks and a long stitch. Discover how
to cut, fold, mark, sew and glue useful book forms.
Take away three handbound books and the knowledge to
create many more.

Questions? Please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
We hope to see you here this summer.
https://cfpr.uwe.ac.uk/courses/cpd/
Arabic Type: Between Heritage & Modernity
History of Art Series, 5th - 19th March 2020
The Center for Book Arts, New York, USA
Our series of three seminars dedicated to Arabic type design
and typography, curated by typography expert Dr. Nadine
Chahine, revolves around modernity in Arabic type design,
the heritage of Arabic letter forms in the context of current
technologies, contemporary Arabic branding design,
and the history of Arab graphic design. The series brings
together renowned and award-winning designers working
with Arabic type, both from the US and the Middle East.

Over two days you will learn how to make:
i) A Case Binding – sew a book block using French
Reinforced stitch and create a hard-covered ‘case’ to fit.
ii) A Long Stitch – An elegant structure – an exposed spine
sewing. With ‘soft’ covers, not glued.
iii) A Secret Belgian Binding – A two-part binding. The
covers and spine pieces are laced together and then inner
sections sewn in.
£580.00
Book online at: https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/
product/bookbinding-three-structures/

Free, book online via links below:
Modernity in Arabic Type Design, March 5, 2020
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/between-heritageand-modernity-modernity-in-arabic-type-designtickets-85144745225
Contemporary Arabic Graphic Design, March 7, 2020
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/between-heritage-andmodernity-contemporary-arabic-graphic-designtickets-86609725019
Technology and Heritage, March 19, 2020
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/between-heritage-andmodernity-technology-and-heritage-tickets-86609363939
Center For Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, New York, NY 10001, USA
https://centerforbookarts.org
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Learn to Make Pop-Ups and Sculptural Books with
Carol Barton at the International Center for the Arts,
Umbria, Italy
24th May - 7th June 2020
Lodging, Chef-Prepared Meals and Italian Excursions
included in the 3150 Euro tuition. Discover the creative
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magic of constructing your own pop-ups and sculptural
books in this exciting workshop on “paper engineering.”
With the help of renowned book artist and paper engineer
Carol Barton, you will be encouraged to invent and
explore these structures to create your own artistic paper
environments.

Take a look at ‘Catalogue: Private Programmes’ for more
information about the range of bookbinding (and other
creative) programmes, and details of how to book:
https://amy-prior.squarespace.com/catalogue-privateprogrammes

Students will learn all of the basic pop-up forms and also
explore several sculptural bindings, including accordion
books and carousel books. (The carousel book consists of
a nested series of accordion pleats resulting in a theatrical
stage-like construction employing layers of images.)
As you learn to construct these books, you also will receive
instruction in book-binding tools and basic binding skills.
The class will include trips to Florence, La Scarzuola, and
the Fabriano Paper Factory.

CALLIGRAPHIC EDITIONS FROM SINGLE FOLDED
SHEETS, Tutor: Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Ponte Tresa, Switzerland, 9th May 2020
100 EUR excluding materials
This workshop is designed to give participants the
opportunity to make single-sheet books through folds and
cuts, without the use of glue (possibly with some simple
stitching), assembling their calligraphic / graphic materials.

€3,150. More information and booking link at:
https://www.icaitaly.com/retreats/popup-books-with-carolbarton

We will analyse the grammage and mechanical

Year-Round Bookbinding Programmes with Amy Prior
London, the UK and elsewhere
Non-adhesive bookbinding programmes - including
Japanese Bookbinding, Pamphlets and Chapbooks - yearround. Flexible timing from a half-day to a number of whole
days. Learn simple book structures and professional folding,
cutting, sewing and decorative techniques.

characteristics of the various papers, and the tools necessary
to work them; starting from different formats and changing
proportions, we will focus initially on models made with
blank paper to learn the structures, in which annotate the
work notes, obtaining a series of models / samples useful as
a reference for the practice.

Includes:
*Creative development tutorials, taken one-to-one or with a
friend
*Small or larger groups
*Flexible timing - from a half-day to a number of whole
days
*Programmes in London, the UK – or way beyond
*Venue options

Starting from these models, during the second part
the participants will work by replicating the structures
produced, or creating personal variations, possibly also
using their own graphic / calligraphic material already
created, making real folded books. Particular attention
will be given to the reversibility of the work, so that
the calligraphy can be used both in folded form, in the
succession of pages, and in the form of an open and
extended sheet, in the unity of the graphic work.
For beginners and for every level.

The finished bound-books can have applications as
chapbooks or printed limited edition books for writing or
creative work, creative journals, writing or reading journals,
ideas or sketch books – and beyond. They can also be
adapted to use as personalised books for particular interests.

The course, organised by Associazione Calligrafica Italiana,
takes place at Atelier Gabriela Hess, Lungotresa 30, CH 6988
Ponte Tresa, Switzerland: http://www.calligrafia.org
Lessons will take place from 9.30 am until 6.30 pm, with
about 1h lunch break.

Programmes devised and run by an experienced writer/
lecturer who publishes with large book presses and literary
journals - as well as creating the occasional boutique book
that appears internationally in amazing places.

PARTICIPATION FEE
100 euro (students 80 euro) excluding materials, but
including and the use of tools provided by the teacher.
Joining the Associazione Calligrafica Italiana is necessary
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(30 euro, students 16 euro; this rate is reserved for students
not workers within 25 years of age).
Closing date for enrolment: 25th April 2020.
MATERIALS
Participants will be given a detailed list of materials to
bring; however, if you book by 25th April 2020, it is possible
to book a kit with pre-cut materials, (15 euro, to be paid
directly to the instructor).
Booking information link: https://bit.ly/386Vs2k
SKETCH BOOKS & SCRAPBOOKS
With Hanne Matthiesen, Samsø, Denmark
27th June - 1st July, 2020
At the Sketchbooks and ScrapBooks workshop you will
learn how to make your own unique sketch & scrapbooks.
Inspired by Artists’ Books, we will play freely with the
‘book concept’.
Participants are introduced to various basic and simple
bookbinding techniques and will learn how to fold, glue
and stitch various journals, books and book objects
together from scratch. You will also have the opportunity
to experiment with “remodelling” discarded books, call it
a kind of “re-” or “up-cycling”. Paper and discarded books
can be found everywhere. There are endless opportunities
to process these materials, redesign and put them in new,
interesting contexts.

The course is part of the programme for the annual art
festival at the lovely, green, Danish island Samsø.
See the full programme here:
http://kunsto.dk/category/workshop-2020/ See more of my
art & work at: http://www.hannematthiesen.dk
Tours at St Bride Foundation, London, UK
Come tour our printing workshop, historic rooms, and
famous library. Get the chance to view some of the items
in the library’s special collection, and learn more about
the Foundation and its significant place in the illustrious
history of the printing press trade. Perfect for designers,
printmakers, or just lovers of history.

24th March 2020, 6pm (new evening slot)
Price: £10. Book online at:
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/category/events/
St Bride Foundation
14 Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London, EC4Y 8EQ, UK.
https://www.sbf.org.uk
Tel: 020 7353 3331 | info@sbf.org.uk
Free artists’ talks at Women’s Studio Workshop
Kingston, NY, USA
Every second Tuesday of the month WSW hosts Slide Night,
where we hear from current artists-in-residence about their
work. Join us from 6:30 - 7:30pm at the Workshop for an
engaging evening of art!
10th March 2020
Featuring artists Natalia Arbelaez, Ann Kresge, and Karen
Donnellan.

Basic materials such as paper, glue, scissors needle, thread
etc. are provided, but you can also bring your own materials
that you want to work with. Everything can be used:
old books, old children’s drawings, letters, geographical
maps, dried plants, photos, poems, old leather, rusty
stitches, stickers, sweets, or perhaps some very fine,
handmade paper.
For practiced book art people as well as beginners.
27th June - 1st July 2020, 10am - 3.30pm each day.
Place: Købmandsgården (Merchant’s Farm), Strandvejen 76,
Samsø. PRICE: Kr. 500, - incl. tea and coffee
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 4 - 10 each day
REGISTRATION / MORE INFO at http://kunsto.dk or
email: hannemtthiesen(at)gmail.com
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14th April 2020

Featuring artists Lara Hailey, Shivangi Ladha, and Heejung
Cho. (Image above: Shivangi Ladha)
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12th May 2020
Featuring artists Anina Major, Helina Metaferia, and Kelly
Taylor Mitchell.
9th June 2020
Featuring artists Asuka Goto and Allana Clarke.
Women’s Studio Workshop, 722 Binnewater Lane, Kingston,
NY 12401, USA. https://wsworkshop.org
City Lit - Spring and Summer Courses in
Bookbinding and Book arts
Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA

Beginners’ bookbinding
Explore the exciting world of the handmade book in this
6 week introduction to the craft of bookbinding. You will
be introduced to the tools and materials needed to create
folded, simple sewn books and more complex stitched
binding with a hard cover.
VD359 01/05/20 - 03/07/20 Fridays 18:00 - 21:00
Full fee: £299.00 Senior fee: £299.00 Concession: £182.00
Bookbinding: improvers’ workshop
This one term course is designed to help students to develop
their bookbinding skills. You will already have some
experience of binding techniques and some knowledge of
tools, materials and equipment in order to benefit from
this workshop-style class.… read more There will be the
opportunity to work on your own projects, or to practice
skills in which you feel less confident in order to enable you
to progress to higher level courses.
VD320 27/04/20 - 13/07/20 Mondays 18:00 - 21:00
Full fee: £309.00 Senior fee: £309.00 Concession: £188.00
Bookbinding: 10 projects for beginners
An exciting range of graded projects to introduce you to
bookbinding. Come armed with enthusiasm and walk away
with a stack of small books and a heap of information on
materials, tools and techniques.
VD262 30/04/20 - 02/07/20 Thursdays 18:00 - 21:00
Full fee: £309.00 Senior fee: £309.00 Concession: £188.00
Special interest bookbinding courses

Try it out: bookbinding
Dip your fingers into bookbinding. Learn a little about the
history, materials and craft of bookbinding while making a
simple binding to take home. A chance to discuss further
study in bookbinding at City Lit.
VD265 28/03/19 Saturday 10:30-16:30
Full £79 Senior £79 Concession £79
Or VD278 04/07/20 Saturday 10:30-16:30
Full £79 Senior £79 Concession £79
Start bookbinding
Discover the art of handmade books! Three days of
progressive projects will guide you through core techniques
and prepare you to experiment, design and craft your own
unique books.
VD440 14/02/20 - 06/03/20 Fridays 10:00 - 13:30
Full £199 Senior £159 Concession £121
And VD330 02/05/20 – 16/05/20 Saturday 10:00 - 13:30
Full fee: £199.00 Senior fee: £159.00 Concession: £121.00
City Lit Bookbinding: Intermediate and higher
An opportunity for experienced students to work on
individual projects such as fine binding, box-making, book
conservation or alternative book structures. Complete
all those unfinished pieces or create something new. Not
suitable for beginners.
VD198 21/04/20 - 23/06/20 Tuesday 10:30 – 16:30
Full £449 Senior £359 Concession £274
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Working with Leather: Decorative techniques
A four-day introduction into traditional and contemporary
leather decorating techniques. Are you working with leather
in the context of bookbinding, fashion, textiles, fine art or
jewellery? This course will broaden your expertise.
VD251 23/04/20 - 14/05/20 Thursdays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £249.00 Senior fee: £199.00 Concession: £152.00
Laser cut a leather book cover
Learn to laser cut leather on this introductory course. You
will learn some basic drawing skills in Adobe Illustrator to
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produce a design that will be cut or etched into leather. The
completed leather will then be used to make a soft cover for
a book or can be used on… read more other bookbinding
and craft projects. Suitable for beginners.
VW114 23/04/20 - 14/05/20 Thursday 10:00 - 13:00
Full £149 Senior £119Concession £91
Beginning miniature binding
Explore the magic of tiny books in this introduction to
miniature bookbinding. You will discover the history
and appeal of this unique style and make three adorable
miniature books to take home. Suitable for beginners.
VD410 27/03/20 - 03/04/20 Friday 10:30 – 16:30		
Full £129 Senior £103 Concesson £79
Paper marbling
Get your hands messy investigating the history and
techniques of decorative paper marbling. From Japanese
Suminagashi and Ebru to traditional Western marbling
on carrageen moss size, try out re-creating some historical
patterns. Suitable for all levels.
VD338 07/06/20 - 28/06/20 Sundays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £199.00 Senior fee: £159.00 Concession: £121.00
Bookbinding weekend: endband extravaganza
A weekend packed full of endbands for bookbinding
enthusiasts. There will be demonstrations of a range of
endbands including multi-coloured, Islamic and ‘… read
more Manhattan’ style. Suitable for those with bookbinding
experience.
VD360 25/07/20 - 26/07/20 Sat & Sun 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £99.00 Senior fee: £79.00 Concession: £60.00
Book Arts Courses

Designer books for book designers 1
Interested in how to make dynamic book structures? Then
this is the course for you - an opportunity to create a series
of books based on individual key graphic design elements line, colour, shape, image and type.
VD414 15/03/20 - 29/03/20 Sunday 10:00-16:00
Full £179 Senior £143 Concession £109
Designer books for book designers 2
If you are interested in how to make dynamic book
structures then this is the course for you. Create a series of
books which explore the relationship between key graphic
design elements
and a range of book forms.
VD431 05/07/20 - 19/07/20 Sundays 10:00 - 16:00
Full fee: £179.00 Senior fee: £143.00 Concession: £109.00
Bookbinding: experiments in paper folding
Explore colour, structure, and layering to produce exciting
sculptural forms. Combine and extend techniques such
as origami and concertina folding, cutting, piercing and
slotting to create your own unique books.
VD419 20/06/20 - 27/06/20 Saturdays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £129.00 Senior fee: £103.00 Concession: £79.00
Bookbinding: learn to bind artists’ books
Explore the world of artists’ books and create your own oneoff or small edition. Combine text, image and bookbinding
to bring your interests to life; this course will help you
develop your ideas through the structure of the book.
VD262 15/06/20 - 03/08/20 Mondays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £349.00 Senior fee: £279.00 Concession: £213.00
Creative arts for bookbinding II: leather dyeing techniques
Spend a day experimenting with leather dye and dyeing
techniques. You will be introduced to different dye types,
methods of applying dye and a range of creative techniques
such as resist, crackle and speckling, to use on bookbinding
and other leather… read more projects. Suitable for
beginners.
VD316 25/04/20 Saturday 10:30-16:30
Full £79 Senior £79 Concession £7
Wooden boarded binding
The earliest books were sewn on to wooden boards. On this
short course you will learn about early book structures and
create a Coptic binding using some historical techniques
and materials.
VD316 21/07/20 - 11/08/20 Tuesdays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £229.00 Senior fee: £183.00 Concession: £140.00

Bookbinding: paper engineering and pop-ups
Be creative with paper and develop the 2D page into
3D pop-ups. Learn folding techniques and simple book
structures to create and explore your ideas. Suitable for
beginners.
VD290 24/02/2020 - 30/03/2020 10:30 - 16:30
Full £299 Senior £239 Concession £182
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Bookbinding: Crossed-structure and Criss-cross bindings
Immerse yourself in contemporary sewing techniques to
create two attractive multi-section books using leather and
decorative paper. These flexible books are unglued so that
the pages open completely flat so as well as looking good,
they are also excellent… read more for use as sketchbooks,
diaries and notebooks.
VD285 18/06/20 - 02/07/20 Thursdays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £149.00 Senior fee: £119.00 Concession: £91.00
Bookbinding weekend: notebooks and folders
Learn to make single sheet folded books, simple single
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section and multi-section sewn books without glue, folded
slipcases and wallets. Suitable for beginners.
VD355 18/07/20 - 19/07/20 Sat & Sun 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £99.00 Senior fee: £79.00 Concession: £60.00
Creative arts for bookbinding III: papercutting
Learn how to manipulate paper into abstract or
representational designs. A range of paper cutting and
folding techniques encourage you to explore silhouettes,
pattern, imagery, colour and scale to develop your own
approach.
VD441 01/08/20 Saturday 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £79.00 Senior fee: £63.00 Concession: £48.00
Conservation and repair courses
Try it out: conservation
Discver the tools, materials and skills invoved in book
repair and conservation while trying out some basic
techniques on paper, book cloth and board. No bookbinding
experience required and a chance to discuss further study in
bookbinding at City Lit.
VD35629/03/20 Sunday 10:00 -17:00		
Full £79 Senior £79 Concession £79
And VD358 07/07/2020 Sunday 10:00 – 17:00
Full £79 Senior £79 Concession £79

Ideal if you have some bookbinding conservation
experience and want to develop your skills further by
working on your own projects with advice and guidance.
Each term will include demonstrations that focus on a
different aspect of book conservation.
VD247 22/04/20 - 08/07/20 Wednesday 18:00 - 21:00
Full £349 Senior £349 Concession £213
For further information, course outlines, full bookbinding
and calligraphy programmes, visit: https://www.citylit.ac.uk/
enquiries: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk
‘Call me thief ’ recycling text and image
Artist’s book workshop with Rafael Klein & Jenny Klein
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica, Venice, Italy
8th April 2020,14.00-18.00
A core concern of Rafael’s work for many years has been
the ‘invented landscape’. ‘Well, it seems to me that Venezia
is a paradigm of this type of recreating the natural world
in the vision of man. A natural lagoon has been made into
a ‘luna park’ of a city, where it is no longer clear whether
the mystery and magic comes from the natural elements of
water, mist, and land or whether it comes from the human
interaction and framing of these’. Rafael Klein

Conservation and repair II
This 6 week course will introduce the skills needed to
repair cloth case bound books. You will learn how to mend
damaged corners and re-hinge boards. There will be time
to practice paper repairs and re-sewing books. Suitable for
those with some experience.
VD352 26/04/20 - 31/05/20 Sunday 10:00-13:00		
Full £199 Senior £159 Concession £121
Beginners’ conservation
On this course, you will be introduced to techniques for the
cleaning, repair and conservation of paper. You will also
learn about the repair and conservation of paper and clothbound books. Suitable for beginners.
VD282 20/04/20 - 08/06/20 Mondays 10:30 - 16:30
Full fee: £299.00 Senior fee: £239.00 Concession: £182.00
Conservation and repair III
On this course, you will learn and practice further skills in
paper repair, board re-attachment and re-sewing books.
There will also be an introduction to leather paring and
toning. This course is suitable for those with experience in
basic repair techniques and bookbinding.
VD353 26/04/20 - 31/05/20 Sundays 10:00 - 13:00
Full fee: £199.00 Senior fee: £159.00 Concession: £121.00
Book conservation and repair: vellum-bound books
Learn to assess books and repair vellum-covered books
including limp, semi-limp and boarded style. Work on
your own projects in paper, cloth or leather. Basic materials
included. For those with some bookbinding experience.
VD204 01/05/20 – 17/07/20 Wednesday 10:30-16:30
Full £469 Senior £375 Concession £286
Book conservation and repair workshop:
intermediate and higher
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Taking inspiration from personal experiences related to
places they’ve lived in or visited, workshop participants will
be creating images using a variety of graphic techniques
- collage, ink drawing, cutouts and watercolour and
combining them with inventive use of language to make
a book. The workshop will include simple bookmaking
techniques to produce a book people can take away with
them on the day.
Rafael Klein - In addition to sculpture and painting, Rafael
creates artist’s books. These hand printed books look back
on the American Experience from the perspective of a
transplanted New Yorker. All of the books are in the British
Library collection, as well as other important collections
such as MoMA in New York, the Tate, the V&A, and the
Brooklyn Museum among others.
http://www.rafaelklien.com
Jenny Klein - is currently on a Masters in Fine Art at Central
St. Martins, and is presently artist in residence at schools in
London. She works in a variety of media including artists’
books. http://www.jennyklein.com
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Scuola Internazionale di Grafica
Cannaregio 1798, Venezia 30121, Italy.
Tel: +39-041-721-950
https://www.scuolagrafica.it/contatti/
info@scuolagrafica.it
GUY BEGBIE’S 2020 BOOK MAKING WORKSHOP
TOUR OF AUSTRALIA, MARCH, APRIL & MAY 2020
Book workshops taught by Guy Begbie an interdisciplinary
UK based artist/printmaker, bookbinder and art & design
lecturer. https://guybegbie.com/

Saturday 7th March 2020 BYRON SCHOOL OF ART
112 DALLEY STREET MULLUMBIMBY NSW
THE SCULPTURAL CONCERTINA HARDBACK BOOK
In this one-day workshop students will have the opportunity
to make a pasted & stitched, cloth covered hardcover
concertina structured book, which opens out from the twodimensional to a freestanding three-dimensional
book construction.
When fully opened, the dimensions of the book increase
both vertically and horizontally, with pages that drop
down and also fold upwards. The page configuration will
also incorporate paper engineered & folded sculptural
elements with revealed cutaways, contoured pages, colour
variety in paper stock and architectural pop ups. The
completed structure can be viewed both as a conventional
book and also as a freestanding more sculptural structure
in the round. This workshop is designed for participants
with or without bookbinding experience. Further details
can be found at: https://byronschoolofart.com/book-artssculptural-concertina-books
Sunday 8th March 2020 GREY HAND PRESS
UNIT 28, 16 CROCKFORD STREET, NORTHGATE QLD
THE FRENCH SEWN FLAT BACK CASE BOUND BOOK
During the workshop, participants will have the opportunity
to make and take home a cloth bound hardback French
sewn multi-section book. This type of book construction
can be applied universally to books of varying scales and
formats, providing a professional binding finish and a
neutral, elegant space to contain image/text content.
This workshop is designed for participants with or without
bookbinding experience. Further details can be found at:
http://www.greyhandpress.com/classes
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Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th March 2020
IMPRESS PRINTMAKERS STUDIO & GALLERY
KEDRON SUBARTSTATION FORMERLY KEDRON
TRAM SUBSTATION, NO 8, 134 KEDRON PARK ROAD,
WOOLOOWIN 4130
BOOK STRUCTURE NO 1 DAY 1. THE CASE BOUND
HARDBACK BOOK WITH LONGSTITCH EXPOSED
SPINE SEWING

This workshop is designed for participants with or without
bookbinding experience. Participants will have the
opportunity to make and take home a cloth bound hardback
multi section book, constructed so that the cover and pages
are sewn together using a longstitch sewing method with
chain stitching at each end of the book cover spine.
The sewing is exposed as a feature on the outside cover
spine of the book. Inside the book, space between the pages
allows for the optional addition of paper based materials
if necessary. Although this type of book structure has a
contemporary appearance in a hardbound cover, it is a
bookbinder’s sewing technique with historical origins. This
book structure is versatile and the sewing method can be
applied to hard & soft back covers.
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BOOK STRUCTURE NO 2 DAY 2. THE SCULPTURAL
TOWER BOOK WITH A SOFTBACK COVER WITH A
TABBED CLOSURE

Participants will have the opportunity to make a pasted &
stitched, cloth covered hardcover concertina structured
book, which opens out from the two-dimensional to a
freestanding three-dimensional book construction. This
type of book form provides a versatile foundation to address
sculptural, architectural and non-linear narrative content.
When fully opened, the dimensions of the book increase
both vertically and horizontally, with pages that drop down
and also fold upwards. The page configuration will also
incorporate paper engineered & folded sculptural elements
with revealed cutaways, contoured pages, colour variety in
paper stock and architectural pop ups.
In the process of constructing the page elements, the use of
paper engineering will be used to create pop-up features on
folds, page throw-outs and gatefolds. Open-ended narrative
content can be developed through collage elements and text,
led by the particular structure of the book.

This book structure is made in an elongated, but compact
portrait form using a soft back cover with a tabbed closure.
The book can be opened to spread outwards horizontally,
then some of the middle section pages pages can be
expanded upwards several times to create a tall freestanding
structure. The larger shaped sculptural page facets will be
made from folded card stock and will be tipped and sewn
into the book.
In the process of constructing the page elements, the
use of paper engineering will be used to create pop-up
features on folds, page throw-outs and gatefolds. Both
the card page appendages and the paper stock pages will
also contain elements of pierced and cut motif /pattern, as
well as other sewn and tipped in paper forms revealed as
colour palette through cut and folded page apertures. As
well as functioning as a freestanding display to be viewed
in the round, the book can also be held by the viewer
and thumbed through for reading its narrative in a more
conventional manner.

The book can be engaged with and viewed in the
conventional way of being held and turning pages, as well as
being opened out to a freestanding position. In this mode
it can address the potential to be a physical container of
space and 3D forms as well as being a collection of multi
faceted paper substrate surfaces for drawn 2D content.
This workshop is designed for participants with or without
bookbinding experience. Further details can be found at:
http://www.greyhandpress.com/classes
Saturday 4th & Sunday 5th April 2020
CANBERRA CRAFT BOOK BINDERS GUILD
THE SECRET BELGIAN BINDING

This type of book form provides a versatile foundation
to address sculptural, architectural and non-linear
narrative content concerns. This workshop is designed for
participants with or without bookbinding experience.
Further details can be found at:
https://www.impress.org.au/workshops.html
Saturday 21st & Sunday 22nd March 2020
GREY HAND PRESS, UNIT 28, 16 CROCKFORD
STREET, NORTHGATE QLD 4013
SCULPTURAL CONCERTINA HARDBACK BOOKS

Participants will have the opportunity to make a hardback
book that has an elegant and distinctive thread pattern of
sewing. This is used to lace the front and back covers to the
cover spine piece. The cover is made up of three separate
components. The sewing is visible on the outside of the
book. Measures are taken in the binding construction, to
hide the interior thread on the inside of the covers.
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The book block/pages are made up of signature folios that
are attached in the sewing process to the inside spine of the
cover. Learn variation in page structuring in each of the
page sections with some gate folds and throw out pages.
This binding is robust and durable and allows the book to
lie flat when open. Further details can be found at:
https://www.canberrabookbinders.org.au/news/workshops/
secret-belgian-binding-4-5-april-2020/

Tuesday 21st April 2020 FIRESTATION PRINT STUDIO
2 WILLIS STREET, ARMADALE VIC 3143
THE SCULPTURAL & ARCHITECTURAL
CONCERTINA HARDBACK TOWER BOOK

Saturday 11th & Sunday 12th April 2020 MEGALO
PRINT STUDIO, 21 WENTWORTH AVENUE,
KINGSTON ACT
DAY1: THE DRUM LEAF BINDING WITH HARD
COVER BOARDS
DAY 2: DOS-à-DOS PAMPHLET STITCHED BOOK &
INTERLEAVED PAMPHLET STITCHED BOOK
Day 1: Drum Leaf Binding with Hard Cover Boards
The Drum Leaf Binding structure is ideal for photographers
and printmakers, or those presenting visual narratives
without the disruption of sewing thread disrupting visual
continuity in page content. Guy will guide participants
through the process of making an adhesive based book
structure with full-page spreads and hardback covers.
Day 2: Dos-à-Dos Pamphlet Stitched Book & Interleaved
Pamphlet Stitched Book
During this workshop, participants will have the
opportunity to make and take home 2 books. Both are
versatile double section soft cover bindings. The Dosà-Dos book is a compound binding with the placement
of the two sections back to back, in order to be viewed
separately. Historically this was a popular form of binding
together related volumes of literary works. The Interleaved
book consists of two sections, positioned within a soft
cover to enable the viewing of them both independently or
interleaved to change the sequencing.
All equipment and materials will be provided for the
workshop. This workshop is designed for participants with
or without bookbinding experience. Further details can be
found at: https://www.megalo.org/classes/bookbindingmasterclass
Friday 17th April 2020 FIRESTATION PRINT STUDIO
2 WILLIS STREET, ARMADALE VIC 3143
THE SECRET BELGIAN BINDING WITH HARD BACK
COVER BOARDS
Participants will have the opportunity to make a hardback
book that has an elegant and distinctive thread pattern of
sewing. This is used to lace the front and back covers to the
cover spine piece. The cover is made up of three separate
components. The sewing is visible on the outside of the
book. Measures are taken in the binding construction, to
hide the interior thread on the inside of the covers.
The book block/pages are made up of signature folios that
are attached in the sewing process to the inside spine of the
cover. This binding is robust and durable and allows the
book to lie flat when open.
Further details can be found at: http://www.fps.org.au/store/
p226/Guy_Begbie%3A_The_Secret_Belgian_Binding_
With_Hard_Back_Cover_Boards_FULL_PRICE.html
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The participants will have the opportunity to make a pasted
& stitched, cloth covered hardcover concertina structured
book, which opens out from the two-dimensional to a
freestanding three-dimensional book construction. When
fully opened, the dimensions of the book increase both
significantly vertically and horizontally, with pages that drop
down and also fold upwards.
The page configuration will also incorporate paper
engineered & folded sculptural elements with revealed
cutaways, contoured pages, colour variety in paper stock
and architectural pop ups. As well as functioning well for
reader/viewer interaction in a more traditional mode, this
type of book also has more versatility in accommodating
variation in sizes of printed page content for the book. It
also enables the viewing/reading of content in different ways
enabling the narrative of the book to be non linear, more of
an immersive reading experience where the viewer has more
choice in how they navigate through a narrative. As well as
being read held in the hand as a tactile reading experience,
this type of book also can be used as a static display
platform to be seen in the round, for example displayed on
a plinth in a more sculptural and spatial context in a gallery
or in a glass vitrine case in a library exhibition. Further
details can be found at: http://www.fps.org.au/store/p229/
Guy_Begbie%3A_The_Sculptural_%26_Architectural_
Concertina_Hardback_Tower_Book_FULL_PRICE.html
Saturday 9th, Sunday 10th & Monday 11th May 2020
UNION ST PRINTMAKERS, 6 MANTON ST
HINDMARSH SA5007 - BOOK ARCHITECTURE
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Folded 3D Book Architectural Tableau Book Workshop
A three-day course: in which participants will examine
the potential for the book to function as a container of
a physical space. During the course you will have the
opportunity to make a set of both soft & hardback cover
books with a presentation slipcase to contain them all
collectively together.
Each book will be constructed in a bespoke manner and
bound to contain a folded flat tableau. When fully opened
out and configured for display, the page content of each
freestanding book becomes a unified 3D spatial/sculptural
model with vertical and horizontal facets and surfaces that
map and potentially can represent both a natural or built
architectural environment.
A range of both bookbinding and paper engineering
methods will be taught to enable the realisation and
fabrication of the tableau books. In construction, the
use of a range of coloured paper stock will enable
participants to accentuate sculptural counterpoint and
juxtaposition. The potential of the transition of the book
from two-dimensional pages, to the architecture of a threedimensional sculptural display platform will be considered,
as will lighting which also plays an important factor in the
book’s display mode.
Options to include elements of image and/or text narrative
will be demonstrated using direct drawing and collage
strategies, rendering onto and through layered page
surfaces. This workshop will focus on investigating the
book’s potential to be a structural container of narrative,
achieved through constructed representation that alludes to
a spatial and immersive environment. Further details can be
found at: https://www.unionstprintmakers.com/workshops
Perfect Bindings - UK Bookbinding Workshops with
Megan Stallworthy

I work with artists, designers and photographers as well as
groups such as Salcombe Art Club and the NHS Art for Life
programme, and have many years of experience teaching
bookbinding to art and design students at colleges and
universities.
Details of upcoming workshops can be found at:
https://perfectbindings.co.uk
American Academy of Bookbinding upcoming courses
Telluride, CO, USA

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING, LEVEL 1
13-17 APRIL 2020 | LANG INGALLS | $800
If you have never taken a bookbinding class before, this
is the class for you. This is a one-week class devoted to
the fundamental building blocks of bookbinding; it is an
introduction to the binding of books into cloth and
paper covers.
Starting at the very beginning, students will learn about
paper grain, cutting and folding, making and sewing
the signature and producing a pamphlet binding. From
there they will expand to multi-signature sewing and case
binding. Introduction to the essential tools of the trade
will be covered. Students will learn techniques, tricks and
habits that will prepare them to progress to the next level or
to practice and explore on their own at home. The marvels
of paper, the details of sewing, the characteristics of an
attractive book cover and more are taught in this class.
I’m not sure I ever expected bookbinding to become more than
an intriguing afterthought in my mind, but through my time
at the American Academy of Bookbinding, I found a taste of
what I want to do for the rest of my life.
FUNDAMENTALS / INTERMEDIATE FINE LEATHER
BINDING
4 – 15 MAY 2020 | DON GLAISTER | $1500
This is an entry-level fine leather binding class, required
for both the Fine Binding and the Integrated Studies
Diploma Programs, as well as an intermediate class for
continuing Fine Binding students. Over the course of two
weeks, students will learn and develop an understanding
of traditional bookbinding techniques, interpreted for the
twenty-first century.
The focus of the class will be on learning and reinforcing
sound leather bookbinding techniques with special
emphasis on aesthetic choices available to the modern
binder.

Workshops take place at arts centres and book festivals in
Devon, Cornwall and Somerset. Bespoke workshops can
also be arranged for groups and individuals.
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All students will complete at least one full leather book in
the course. At all stages of the class, students will be exposed
to design options (some minor, some major) that directly
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inform the look and feel of the finished binding. They may
also be introduced to simple decorative techniques such as
embossing and other surface treatments, as time allows.
Students will learn binding techniques necessary in the
making of a laced-on, leather covered board structure. They
will also be acquainted with techniques needed in future
fine binding and specialty courses at the Academy. Students
will become familiar with hand sewing using a sewing
frame, rounding and backing, and weaving headbands, as
well as leather paring and applying leather to their books.
Prerequisites: Introduction to Bookbinding I-II, or
equivalent experience. This course may be repeated as
needed or desired.
BOX MAKING FOR FINE BINDERS
18 – 22 MAY 2020 | DON GLAISTER | $800
As makers of fine bindings, we spend weeks, months and
sometimes even years working on a special (to someone)
binding. After the leather is polished, the gold is burnished
and the last details have been taken care of, then what?
The binding needs a special, friendly, safe place to spend
the next few hundred years. That’s where a protective box
comes in.
In this class, students will learn to make simple, and not
so simple cloth covered clamshell boxes for books or other
similarly sized objects. While most books are square or
rectangular, some are irregular in shape and require custom
fitted enclosures. Such projects will also be addressed in this
class. Students will be instructed to build neat, wel-fitting
and durable boxes for their unique books. They will be
taught to measure accurately, cut with precision and think
creatively about their projects, hence finishing in fine style
the binding projects that have consumed so much of their
time and energy.
American Academy of Bookbinding
117 North Willow Street, Telluride, CO 81435, USA.
https://www.bookbindingacademy.org/courses/telluride/
Email: aab@ahhaa.org | Tel: (970) 728-8649

Turn the page Symposium - 14th May 2020
9.30-5pm The Forum, Norwich, UK
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Rosie Sherwood: I am delighted to announce that the turn
the page Symposium will be returning in 2020.
The symposium will he held on May 14th at The Forum in
Norwich in conjunction with turn the page Artists Book
Fair 2020. Our first two symposiums covered topics as
broad as appropriation as art, the question of bookness,
and collecting book arts. I look forward to receiving your
proposals for what I are sure will be an equally diverse and
exciting day of book arts.
The turn the page Symposium promotes new research and is
hosted in conjunction with turn the page Artist’s Book Fair.
This year the symposium is thrilled to welcome Rafael Klein
as our keynote speaker. Tickets to the symposium are now
available, registration forms can be found on the website
here: https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/symposium-1
Keynote speaker: Rafael Klein
‘Klein tells stories pirouetting on the fine edge between
detachment and sympathy.’ Cathy Courtney, Art Monthly
Rafael Klein creates environments, incorporating sculpture,
paintings, books and film, which combine in a familiar
world, but with a hint of something gone awry, a shadow
hiding behind the colourful façade. These environments,
with their narrative structure, all relate to Klein’s
artists’ books.
Klein’s artists’ books are environments in themselves,
a journey for the reader in which, as we turn the page,
or rearrange the cut-outs, we are entering deeper into
an experience which is both individual and collective.
Klein makes us complicit in the creation of a man-made
environment.
Just as our perspective alters as we move through the
book, in the same way as it does when we move through
the installation, viewing a sculpture from different angles,
looking through one element to another, circling back to
re-examine an earlier aspect in the light of what we have
just discovered. Tin Temples, Klein’s first solo exhibition
at 112 Greene Street in New York City, created a theatrical
environment of huge relief works, exploring different
aspects of American mythology. The car, Hollywood,
and Florida vacations came together in an immersive
environment, seductively reproducing these icons while
hinting at the darkness lurking just behind the stage set.
In subsequent large-scale exhibitions the transformation
of perceived reality has continued through a range of
immersive experiences. From Dante’s Divine Comedy
for the 2005 exhibition at the 12th century Biblioteca
Classense in Ravenna to narrative installations based on
original text by the artist. ‘Il supermercato’ transformed
an everyday location, revealing the hidden spirituality of
shopping. Brooklyn’s Coney Island, where the artist grew
up, was the basis for a mixed media exhibition exploring
both the appeal and the sinister aspect of an amusement
park. (Royal Academy of Arts, London, British Library).
The accompanying hand printed artists’ are in the collection
of the Museum of Modern Art, the Tate, and many other
public institutions.
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Klein’s public sculptures are also transformative
environmental interventions. These explore the nature of
a public space and involve community collaboration and
permanent sculptures to both crystallise and expand the
identity and how the space is utilised.
https://rafaelklein.com
Instagram - @rafkleinart

Lecture & Maker Talk
With exhibitors Erin Fletcher BB ‘12 and Sue Doggett
Thursday, April 9, 6:00 - 8:00 pm at NBSS
Winter/Spring 2020 Workshops:

Upcoming classes at North Bennet Street School,
Massachusetts, USA
One of the United States’ oldest schools for hands-on
training in traditional trades and fine craftsmanship,
North Bennet Street School is internationally known
for its programmes and for helping students to achieve
meaningful lives and livelihoods. For more than a century,
the exceptional programmes, master faculty, and inspiring
community have encouraged individual growth, curiosity,
technical mastery, and commitment to excellence.
The School offers nine full-time programmes in eight
disciplines, including Bookbinding, as well as continuing
education classes in a range of related topics.
More info at https://www.nbss.edu/ce

Introduction to Traditional French Pochoir Workshop
Hosted the New England Guild of Bookworkers
Saturday, February 29 & Sunday, March 1
Kitty Maryatt, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
$160 for Members / $210 for Non-Members

Endbands: Stuck On and Sewn
Sunday, March 8, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Colin Urbina BB ’11 $175

Exhibitions: Drop Dead Gorgeous: Fine Bindings of La
Prose du Transsibérien
Exhibit runs to April 30, 2020 at NBSS
Featuring the full recreation of an avant-garde, 1920s
publication by Kitty Maryatt of Two Hands Press, with 24
exquisite fine binding interpretations.
nbss.edu/gorgeous
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Three-Part Bradel Binding – sold out!
Monday, March 9 to Thursday, March 12, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Erin Fletcher BB ’12 $475
Sewn Board & Drumleaf Binding
Sunday, March 22, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Amy Lapidow BB ’95 $200
Introduction to Paper Conservation – sold out!
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Saturday, April 4 & Sunday, April 5, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
James Reid-Cunningham BB ’90 $400

Workshop fee: $650.00, (a deposit of $150.00 will secure
a place). There will be a materials fee of $US30 payable
to Daniel for mica, text block (pages), handmade papers,
waxed linen thread, and needles. Wooden blanks for the
covers will be supplied for $A12.00 a pair.
Developed as early as the fourth century, this Ethiopian
binding style has withstood the test of time. This elegant
sewing structure, combined with the use of traditional
wooden covers and alternative mica pages, opens a
wide range of possibilities for both the beginner and the
advanced bookbinder. Using a variety of tools, we will drill,
shape, and smooth our locally sourced wooden boards.
For the pages we will use a combination of paper and
composite mica. The mica is a material designed for lamp
shades, but also works well as an element in book arts and
collage. Finishing includes sealing your wooden covers with
a coating of wax as well as adding a leather closure.

Fundamentals of Bookbinding II
Monday, April 13 to Friday, April 17
8:30 am - 4:30 pm, Erin Fletcher BB ’12 $725
Introduction to Book Conservation – sold out!
Friday, April 24 to Sunday, April 26, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
James Reid-Cunningham BB ’90 $525
Book Structures for Prints and Photographs
Saturday, May 2 & Sunday, May 3, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Bill Hanscom $375
Book online at: https://www.nbss.edu/ce

As time allows, Daniel will share various features he
includes in his own bindings and sculptural books.
Many of Daniel’s books are featured in the Penland Book
of Handmade Books.
Studio West End
241F Station Rd, Yeerongpilly, QLD, 4105, Australia.
Tel: 07 3892 4570. https://www.studiowestend.com

OPPORTUNITIES

North Bennet Street School
150 North Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, USA
Tel: 01.617.227.0155. https://www.nbss.edu/
Email: continuingeducation@nbss.edu
ETHIOPIAN BINDING WITH WOODEN COVERS
AND MICA PAGES. TUTOR: DANIEL ESSIG
Studio West End, Yeerongpilly, QLD, Australia
Saturday 21st to Tuesday 24th March 2020

The Miss Read 2020 poster was created by Natalie Czech.

Call for exhibitors - MISS READ, Berlin
MISS READ will take place on June 5 to 7, 2020 at Haus der
Kulturen der Welt and will bring together a wide selection
of artists/authors, art periodicals and publishers.
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MISS READ 2020 will have a special focus on the publishing
practices from the African Diaspora and the African
continent.
In conjunction, the eighth Conceptual Poetics Day will
explore the imaginary border between visual art and
literature.
Applications are open until March 15th, but please apply
ASAP (unless you already did) because we will start filling
people in before then — it only takes a couple minutes:
http://missread.com/apply/
The MCBA Prize 2020: Submit Your Best Work!
The international MCBA Prize presented by Minnesota
Center for Book Arts, promotes excellence across a wide
spectrum - both geographic and artistic - of book art.

2017 MCBA Prize Winner, Tim Hopkins, The Book of Disquiet

One winner receives a $2,000 cash prize; four finalists each
receive $500 cash prizes.
The 2020 competition coincides with MCBA’s 35th
anniversary and will be celebrated with finalist awards
and an exhibition of 20–30 semi-finalists this summer.
Submissions are open until 31st March 2020.
For more information visit:
https://mcbaprize.org/guidelines/

An international non-profit organisation founded in 1983.
Our purpose is to facilitate interest in all aspects of
miniature books. Miniature Book Society - Student Project
Assistance Grants The Miniature Book Society is delighted
to announce the 2020 Student Grants Program for the
purpose of enabling students to pursue study in the medium
of miniature books.
Grants will be awarded up to the value of $1,000.00 for any
one project and may be granted to enable continuation
and completion of existing projects. Grant recipients will
also receive a one-year membership in the Miniature Book
Society – more information can be found at
https://www.mbs.org
ELIGIBILITY:
• Any student enrolled in a fine arts, graphic arts, book arts,
history of publishing, or information and library sciences
programme.
• Projects devoted to one or more books not more than 3 x 3
inches (i.e. 75 x 75 mm).
• Applicants must have a letter of recommendation from
their Department Chair, academic advisor, or course
instructor.
POSSIBLE GRANT ASSISTANCE PROPOSALS MAY
INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
• Travel for research relating to the goals outlined in the
proposal,
• Research costs (e.g. article access costs, copying costs,
postage, etc.),
• Project materials costs (paper, binding materials, printing
plates, etc.),
• Hardware required to carry out the project.
SELECTION: Proposals will be reviewed by the Student
Awards Committee (SAC) of the Miniature
Book Society, and evaluated on the basis of merit,
opportunity for personal growth, and importance to
the field of miniature books in all its aspects. Selected
projects will be eligible for the grant for the year in which
it is awarded. Recipients will only be eligible for one
grant. Recipients will be expected to keep the Committee
informed of progress of the project on a bimonthly basis,
and be prepared to contribute an article for the Miniature
Book Society Newsletter on completion of their project.
TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL: Please complete the MBS
Student Project Application form.
Applications should be sent as a .pdf file to Josh Flanders,
MBS Grant Coordinator, at mbsgrants@icloud.com
Please title your file with your last name and “2020 grant
application.” Applications received after the allocation of all
the funding may be re-submitted the following year.

International opportunity, open to students in any
country: MINIATURE BOOK SOCIETY, INC.
Book making grant for up to $1,000
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DEADLINES AND NOTIFICATIONS: Applications will
be reviewed quarterly. Decisions regarding the allocation of
the grants are made quarterly and must be submitted by the
following deadlines: April: by March 15, 2020; July: by June
15, 2020; October; by September 15, 2020. Applicants will
be notified of the Committee’s decision by email. For more
information, visit: https://www.mbs.org/student-grants
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Call for entries:
International artists’ books exhibition Love and Music
From Valeri Burov, Russia: Dear friends and colleagues!
In April 2020 we plan to hold the next exhibition. The
theme is “Love and Music”. These topics accompany each
person throughout their lives, what could be more beautiful
than a sincere and deep feeling of love and music, which
affects the most delicate strings in the soul of a person.
If we were not surrounded by music, how much poorer
would our culture, art and our very life be. Music is around
us from birth to death. Music can not only please and cheer
up, but also console in a difficult moment of life. It exalts us.
If we talk about love, then this exalted feeling gives rise in
every lover to such emotions and passions that can either
raise a person to the heights of happiness and bliss or throw
them into the abyss of base passions.

decided not to travel. Instead we will be travelling virtually
through fiction and libraries. Deadline 31st March 2020.
Our set texts for WBN 2020 are: W. G. Sebald’s The Rings
of Saturn (New Directions Books, 1998), Olga Tokarczuk’s
Flights (Fitzcarraldo Editions, 2018), and the poem
‘Questions of Travel’ by Elizabeth Bishop (1911 –1979).
Please choose one or read them all.
In an interview with Tim Youngs (2018) Nancy Campbell
talks about the ethical, environmental, cultural and financial
considerations of travel, and quotes a line from Elizabeth
Bishop’s ‘Questions of Travel’: “Should we have stayed at
home and thought of here?”. Nancy then goes on to say of
writing The Library of Ice: “A lot of what lies behind my
book is sitting in libraries and imagining other places.”.
Intertwining ideas of travel with personal reflection and
historical facts as an inspiration for WBN had placed
Sebald and Tokarczuk on the ‘to do’ list in 2018. But now we
need to also consider whether it is necessary for us to travel
at all. Can we sit in libraries with books and travel through
our imaginations?

Merry tuning fork, unique book by Valeri Burov

The great geniuses of literature Shakespeare, Goethe, Dante,
Petrarch, Pushkin… gave us many examples, so we believe
that this topic will be interesting to you.
The format of the books is open but they must be suitable
for shipping and transportation. The number of books is not
limited. Each participant will receive a Diploma.
An electronic catalogue is being considered.
The deadline for submitting books is 30th March 2020.
All books received will remain in the “Book of the Artist”
collection for further exhibitions. If you would like more
information: tel. + 7-912-822-69-40, mobile (8-8332) 67-0137. valeriburov@yandex.ru | http://artistsbook.ru/en/
Postal address for sending works:
Valeri Burov, Proletarskaya Street 21-44
610002 Kirov, Russia
Please do not put any value on your parcels for customs.
Should we have stayed at home and thought of here?
World Book Night 2020 - Last call for participation
This year we have a selection of books and poetry
nominated by Csilla Biro, Sarah Bodman, Nancy Campbell
and Linda Parr. The exhibition, video and publication for
2020 will be coordinated by Sarah Bodman and Linda Parr.
In light of Nancy Campbell’s book The Library of Ice:
Readings from a Cold Climate (Scribner, 2018) we have
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WBN postcard by Bertie van der Meij

WBN 2020: the brief for participation:
We invite you to sit in a library (real or imagined), then
send us a postcard describing where you are (text or image).
The postcard you send can be an existing postcard, old or
new, or homemade, you can write/draw/collage/type/print
on one side or both, it’s up to you.
If you can’t afford to post us a physical postcard then email
Sarah the text or image you would have written or drawn
on it and she will stick it onto a blank postcard (Sarah.
Bodman@uwe.ac.uk please put WBN2020 in the subject
line).
WBN United artists will exhibit all the postcards together
over the month of April 2020 at Bower Ashton Library,
UWE Bristol, UK. We’ll make a pdf download catalogue of
all the entries. We will also print a little folded keepsake/
folio which will contain one copy of an editioned postcard
produced by us, WBN United artists on 23/04/20
(typewriters, collage, rubber stamps etc.) and one of the
submitted postcards. Each contributor will receive a little
album/keepsake with our postcard and a postcard from
someone else as a mail art exchange.
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London Art Book Fair, call for exhibitors

WBN postcard by Sue Vallance

Send your postcard to: Sarah Bodman, CFPR, UWE, Bristol,
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, United Kingdom.
Three important things to note:
1) Please write your name and where you are posting it from
clearly on the postcard.
2) Maximum postcard size is 15 x 10.5 cm.
3) Please email Sarah your name and postal address so
we can send your copy of the mail art exchange keepsake:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Nobody will travel except in their imagination, but we will
all be collectively in the library.
Deadline Tuesday 31st March 2020.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/#WBN2020

Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK: We are happy to
announce the 2020 edition of the London Art Book Fair,
submissions are now open! To secure your table at this
“legendary” (Time Out) Art Book Fair apply before
15th April 2020.
“Lively and relaxed atmosphere, excellent location”
“Very Cool, spacious and inviting. Good vibes, paintwork,
music. YES!” “Felt like a great turn-out. NICE BUZZ”
Please save the date, 10-13 September 2020.
The London Art Book Fair’s unique democratic A-Z layout
brings together big publishers and small ones to celebrate
art books and independent magazines and we invite those
who publish, print, design and distribute them. This year we
especially invite publishers of artists books to the Fair.
Deadline 15th April 2020 Apply online: https://www.
whitechapelgallery.org/london-art-book-fair-2020/
Whitechapel Gallery
77-82 Whitechapel High St, London, E1 7QX, UK.
https://www.whitechapelgallery.org

Opportunities at Women’s Studio Workshop, USA
Studio Workspace Residency | 4-6 weeks
An opportunity for artists to create new work and fully
immerse themselves in WSW’s supportive environment.
This residency gives artists the gift of time, an uninterrupted
period to live and work away from the stresses of daily life
in any of our studios. Applications are due 1st April 2020
Application info here: https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/
studio-workspace-residency/
Art-in-Ed Workspace Residency | 4-5 weeks
The Art-in-Education Workspace Residency is for artists
interested in working with local school students while
creating their own work in WSW’s immersive environment.
Resident artists must be able to teach intaglio, silkscreen,
or hand papermaking, and are welcome to complete their
personal work in any of WSW’s studios. Applications are
due 1st April 2020. Application info here:
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/art-in-ed-workspaceresidency/

Call for Entries - Sebastopol Center for the Arts, USA
PULP - Innovative and Traditional Book Arts and Paper
Arts International Juried Exhibition
Deadline for submissions: Online and delivered - Monday
18th May 2020 between 3-6pm
A call for Book Arts: handmade artists’ books showing the
art & craft of letterpress printing, bookbinding, and
excellence in artists’ books and altered book techniques.
Equally encouraged are innovative or traditional
explorations of Paper Arts. Exhibition 20th June - 26th July
2020
NON-REFUNDABLEENTRY FEES
SCA Members$20 per entry or 3 entries for $45 (basic
membership is $50 annually)
Non-members $25 per entry or 3 entries for $60
Students under 21 $15 per piece
AWARDS $300 Best of Show, Second place $200, Third
place $100, Merit Awards.
Calls for Entry Info:
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https://sebarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/
SATURDAY-Pulp-prospectus-.pdf

Hand delivery student form: https://sebarts.doubleknot.
com/event/student-call-for-entries-pulp/2585894

irrespective of nationality and residence, and we particularly
encourage applications from underrepresented artists/
writers. Proposals must be in English. We’re looking for
coherent proposals for works of prose fiction that will
take 12-18 months to reach a final, publishable state. The
proposed text may also include poems and/or images and
may form part of a practice that works across different
media.

Online application form: https://www.entrythingy.com/
d=sebarts.org#show=6136

Submissions must be sent via email by 25 May 2020,
midnight GMT and include:

Sebastopol Center for the Arts
282 S. High Street, Sebastopol, CA 95472, USA.
https://sebarts.org

1. Outline of your proposal (500 words)

Hand delivery form: https://sebarts.doubleknot.com/event/
call-for-entries-pulp/2585893

Book Works - Interstices – open call for submissions

2. Sample of proposed work (1,500-2,500 words)
3. CV (max 2 pages). Please include the following contact
details at the top of the first page: postal address, email
address, contact telephone number/skype contact.
4. A completed Equal Opportunities form.
5. A registration fee of £10/£5 (reduced rate). For payment
options see full details on website.
6. OPTIONAL. If you wish to include examples of your
previous work please send a selection of no more than a
total of 5,000 words.

An open call for submissions for a new series commissioned
and edited by Bridget Penney, author of Index (Semina No.
1, 2008) and Licorice (Interstices No. 1, 2020).
‘Interstices are very small spaces “standing between” solid
objects. Sometimes so minute the eye passes straight over
them, yet a beam of light directed through an interstice has
the potential to illuminate in an unexpected way. Interstices
simultaneously divide and connect what surrounds
them. They can be places for distraction, experiment and
potentially radical redefinition. An interstice can also be
a tiny interval of time, unaccounted for and uncountable,
the transitional space at the end of a breath. On the web,
interstitials are those annoying pages overlaying the content
page you were expecting to reach. On the map, a border or
nobody’s land could be visualised as an interstice; whether
it’s safe or dangerous will depend on who you are.
Book Works invites proposals for new novels drawing on
the ideas suggested by “interstices”. For instance, my novel
Licorice grew out of my conflicted attitude towards “folk
horror” and the challenges produced by trying to write
radically in an inherently conservative genre. You could
choose to engage with ideas of identity or genre or come
up with some completely different way of investigating the
“spaces between”.’ – Bridget Penney
To continue the Interstices series, we are looking to
commission two writing projects (30,000-50,000 words in
their finished form) drawn from open submission.
Proposals are welcome from all sections of society,
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Please read the full open call and download the form
here: https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1998 before
submitting.
From Alicia Bailey - Abecedarian Artists’ Books, USA:
Call for entries Opera Verbis | Works from Words
An international exhibition celebrating book works with
content that has a direct link to a work already existing in
published book form. Open to any artist 18 years or older.
Submission deadline: 18th May 2020. Submission fee
$15US/work. Exhibition dates July-December 2020 at Gates
Reading Room Gallery, Denver Public Library, Central
Branch, USA. Full prospectus here:
http://bit.ly/ovprospectus
Call for entries - Movable Medley
An international exhibition of movable and pop-up book
works. Open to any artist 18 years or older. Submission
deadline: 1st July 2020. Submission fee $15US/work (fulltime students and current MBS members $12US/work).
Exhibition dates 11th September - 9th October 2020 at
Art Students League of Denver Gallery. This exhibition is
being held in conjunction with The Movable Book Society
biennial conference, 1-4 October, in Denver, Colorado,
USA. Full prospectus here: http://bit.ly/mmprospectus
Call for submissions /articles - The Blue Notebook Journal
for artists’ books
Impact Press welcomes submissions of writing on
contemporary artists’ books for The Blue Notebook. The
journal publishes 4-5 articles per issue on any aspect of
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artists’ publications by artists, writers, poets, librarians,
curators, educators…
All contributions are peerreviewed by our panel of referees.
Our deadlines are usually 1st
January and 1st July each year.
Please email Sarah to let her
know if you intend to submit for
a deadline as there are only 4-5
slots per issue. To get a flavour
of the journal, visit: http://www.
bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html
If you have any questions please email and ask:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Call for entries: Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the
Environment. Exhibition June 2021 – September 2021 at
the San Francisco Center for the Book
San Francisco Center for the Book is pleased to announce
that we are seeking submissions for Reclamation: Artists’
Books on the Environment. The exhibition will open at
SFCB in Summer 2021 as one of many worldwide actions
in response to “Extraction: Art on the Edge of the Abyss”
a manifesto issued by Peter Koch in 2018
(https://www.extractionart.org/home/). Reclamation:
Artists’ Books on the Environment will subsequently travel,
accompanied by an illustrated catalogue with essays by the
curator and jurors.

The book form’s expressive strengths offer a perfect vehicle
for reclamation, the focus of this show, which refers to the
process of claiming something back or of reasserting a right.
Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the Environment will consider
our relationship to the environment at this moment on the
planet. Topics may include:
• Works that explore environmental concerns or expose
environmental threat or degradation under way;
• Works that celebrate beauty in nature as a means of
“bringing copies of itself into being,”* as in the protection of
wild lands;
• Works that explore cultures such as those of indigenous
peoples that are directed by a respect for the earth;
• Works that delve into conflicts faced by communities
struggling to transition from a heritage energy economy
(such as those supported by coal or lumber) into a clean
energy economy.
Reclamation seeks to inspire and educate visitors to reflect
on climate change and its impacts locally, nationally and
internationally. At the same time, the exhibition endeavours
to avoid dualistic arguments common to today’s divisive
political scene.
This exhibit is open to handmade book and paper artsrelated works created as either edition or one-of-a-kind.
Works should reflect the highest level of craft. Artists’ books,
sculptural books, book objects, altered books, installations,
zines, and broadsides are all encouraged.
*Elaine Scarry, from On Beauty and Being Just (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999: 3), in discussion of
Wittgenstein.
Deadline for proposals 1st September 2020. Entry Fee $25.
Application link and more information can be found at:
https://www.sfcb.org/reclamation
Call for submissions
The international exhibition GRAPHICS Century XXI
From Valeri Burov, Russia: Dear friends and colleagues
In the process of preparing exhibitions in the format of the
artist’s book and communicating with you, I had the idea to
hold an international exhibition of modern graphic works
(watercolour, pastel, etching, drawing...).

Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the Environment will consider
our relationship to the environment at this moment on
the planet. Book artists create works that involve, educate,
and inspire action. Book art takes many forms. Sculptural
bookworks, for example, command attention so that viewers
are compelled to reflect upon the issues explored in the
work. Paginated artists’ books rely on a reader’s touch to
encourage a measured exploration of complicated topics,
one page opening at a time. Many compelling works
integrate pagination with sculptural and material richness to
create a multi-sensory reading experience.
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In the process of creative searches and work, each of us has
accumulated a lot of preparatory material for subsequent
works, and this material often remains unsung, but, as we
understand it, it is of interest, showing development of
our knowledge, skills, ideas, or even time wasted.
Most importantly, unlike the artist’s book, participation in
this exhibition will not require additional efforts and time
for you to create them, you just need to look through your
folders and select works.
When I voiced this idea to my friends, Russian and
foreign artists, I met full understanding and support for
this project. I hope that the idea of this exhibition will
find understanding and resonance in your hearts and you
will support the project We do not limit the exhibition to
any specific topic, format of work, technique of execution
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and material… The only stipulation is that the work has
been completed after 2000. Each participant will receive a
Diploma. An electronic catalogue will be made, which each
participant will receive.
Deadline for receipt of work is 30th September 2020
All works received will remain in the collection for further
exhibitions.
----In order to register your work:
On the front side (under the image) please write in pencil,
on the left the title of the work, and on the right, your
signature.
On a separate sheet in English:
Full name of the artist, country, city
Title, format of work, material, processes, year of creation
Participation in exhibitions (if any). Email address
----If you would like more information: tel. + 7-912-822-69-40,
mobile (8-8332) 67-01-37. valeriburov@yandex.ru
http://artistsbook.ru/en/
Postal address for sending works:
Valeri Burov, Proletarskaya Street 21-44
610002 Kirov, Russia
Please do not put any value on your parcels for customs.

With a new biennial competition starting in 2020, we are
encouraging binders, book artists and anyone with an
interest in designing and making books to take part.
The only criteria to entry are that you are resident in the
UK when the book was bound and that you are not a
Fellow of DB.

To enter the competition, you must first purchase a copy
of the 2020 set book. The book will be delivered to you
in printed and folded sections ready to bind. All entrants
must bind the set book but you may use a traditional book
structure or adopt a more experimental approach.
The cost of the set book is £25 for DB members and £30 for
non-members to include packing, postage and entrance fee.
You may also enter up to 3 Open Choice entries at £15 each.
The hand-in deadline is Saturday 17th October 2020.
The set book in 2020 is Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck.
With illustrations by James Albon. Published by the Folio
Society. To register for the competition and for further
details please go to:
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/uk-competition
If you have any queries please email:
thebookbindingcompetition@designerbookbinders.org.uk
Marches Book Arts Group, UK meet on the third Tuesday
of each month from 10 to 4 at the Haslehurst Community
Room in Clun, Shropshire SY7 8LQ to share skills, ideas
and information. All are welcome! Our members come
from the English/Welsh border region (the Marches) and
have a range of experience and skills. We strive to expand
awareness of book arts and we are open to collaboration
with other artists and groups. Find out more and get in
touch at https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk
Call for entries - Field Study. Field Study began in 1993 as
a way of reclaiming the negative spaces between art and life.
Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations and
group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees each
work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone is
welcome to become a member of Field Study, irrespective of
their arts practice, and contribute to the Field Report. Field
Study also produces the assembling publications WIPE and
ReSite, and, in collaboration with Karingal, KART.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Detail: ReSite, no.14 vol.2

Call for submissions for: ReSite- Manual of Scores,
Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an
element of audience participation or interaction.
ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition
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to this performance-based approach, ReSite taps into
the rich tradition of the avant-garde with contributions
of manifestos and documentation of art actions. ReSite
encourages participation by writers and musicians to
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing
the call for contributions by conceptual artists. See some
examples here: http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2019/03/
resite-no14-vol2-is-here.html
Send 40 copies size 21 x 14.8 cm (A5). Please leave 2cm
on the left-hand side for binding. Works can be double
sided and can be more than one page. Copies should be
flat and landscape format. Pages will be wire-bound. ReSite
is an ongoing project. Each issue holds 20 contributions.
Copy sent to all. Please send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838
Geelong, VIC 3220 Australia.
Call for submissions: KART - magazine of multiplicity

Detail: KART 100

KART is an edition of original artworks in a handcrafted
folio box. KART is produced in limited editions of 40, each
box containing 15 artworks.
You are invited to contribute to KART.
Artists, writers, graphic designers, students, printmakers,
photographers, badge and zine makers, mail artists and
members of the community are invited to contribute to
KART. See some examples here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2019/12/kart-102-ispublished.html
KART accepts all mediums on any theme but no poor
quality photocopies please. Artists contributing 40 artworks
will be sent a copy of KART. To participate, send:
• 40 x artworks (originals or multiples)
• postcard size or smaller (16 x 11 cm x .25 cm)
To: KART, David Dellafiora, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong VIC
3220, Australia.
Call for submissions: WIPE - Light-Weight Bookwork
Please send 40 sheets of printed toilet tissue. Open theme
and technique, rubber-stamps, etc. No organic materials or
traces please. Ongoing project, no deadline. Edition made
every 20 participants. Copy of edition send to all taking
part. Max size: 14 x 11 cm. See some examples here:
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2019/12/wipe-123-ishere.html
Send to: Field Study, P. O. Box 1838 Geelong, VIC 3220
Australia.
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Open Call: Library of Artistic Print on Demand.
Collection and Research
From Annette Gilbert: We are excited to announce the start
of our new research project Library of Artistic Print on
Demand and are looking for submissions of works and
reports from the field.
Print-on-demand is a production method based on digital
print that has revolutionised the book world. Contemporary
experimental artists and writers who have adopted print-ondemand publishing praise the method’s low financial risk,
creative autonomy, and independence from trade publishers.
They embrace it as a means of self-empowerment and
democratisation - although (or, maybe, precisely because) it
has been discredited by the literary establishment as a vanity
enterprise and by book lovers and designers due to its low
production values. Drawing on some of the most notable
examples of the genre, this research project investigates how
print-on-demand facilitates an astonishing variety of forms
and aesthetic approaches and how it functions as a critical
media practice that continues avant-garde, underground,
and counterculture traditions and also responds to our
post-digital age in compelling us to re-conceptualize our
understanding of the book and publishing.
We aim at establishing a collection of the most outstanding
artistic works using print-on-demand technology and
platforms and are especially interested in works that make
creative or subversive, critical use of it. Our collection will
grow through curatorial acquisition and artists’/authors’
contributions. In combination with conducted interviews
with the artists and analyses of the print-on-demand
platform economy and politics, it will be an important
resource for the study of print-based experimental
publishing, art and literature in the post-digital era.
At the end of our three-year research, our collection will be
preserved and made publicly available in one of the prime
European universal and research libraries: the Bavarian
State Library. In addition, it will be published on our website
and in a catalogue, and we envisage exhibiting the final
collection.
Open Call: Artists, writers, authors, designers and
publishers are invited to contribute to our research
and collection.
We are interested in any recommendations and submissions
and would like to learn from your experience with printon-demand platforms, production and distribution. Feel
welcome to approach us with any anecdotes, experiences,
misprints, failures, reviews or works that belong to this field.
The research project is a collaboration of Free University
of Berlin, University of Erlangen and the Bavarian State
Library, funded by German Research Foundation.
For more information see http://www.apod.li/ or contact
annette.gilbert@fau.de & andreas.buelhoff@fau.de
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Chino Crafts
Let us hear your brilliant ideas for carving motifs…

Neil Crawford : Design + Typography for Artists’ Books,
Exhibition Catalogues, Gallery Invitations

Our master carvers will be delighted to work
them out for you.
Have your motifs done by laser, or let us manually
reproduce them.
In genuine black horn, white bone, coconut shell
or hardwood.

typoG
70A Muswell Hill Road
London N10 3JR
T 020 8444 1234
E neil@typog.co.uk

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Throughout March 2020

You can trust our master carvers to turn out the
most exquisite designs for you.
You order, we’ll reproduce them.

Your enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
https://www.chinocrafts.com
This poster is from one of the upcoming reading series for
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Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here. With special thanks to
Helen Frederick, Nasrin Navab and Nahid Navab.
For links to more readings and events for
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here, visit:
https://www.facebook.com/beau.beausoleil
https://www.facebook.com/groups/85909663901/
https://markerofwitness.wordpress.com/

Melbourne Art Book Fair
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
13th - 15th March 2020
The Melbourne Art Book Fair 2020 will bring together
publishers, artists and designers to showcase some of the
world’s best art and design publications for discussions,
book launches and workshops.
For visitor information, visit: https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/
whats-on/programs-events/art-book-fair/

Novel Ideas Art Book Fair
6th–7th March 2020
Blue Star Contemporary, San Antonio, TX, USA
Novel Ideas Art Book Fair is a two-day art book fair
organized by Blue Star Contemporary featuring artists’
books, monographs, zines, printed ephemera, and more.
Conceived as a platform and community-building event for
artists and producers in the primarily in Southwestern US
region and Mexico who are dedicated to books as medium
and material, the Novel Ideas Art Book Fair includes a range
of exhibitors, both publishers and artists.
Novel Ideas includes programming such as talks, pop-up
workshops, and signings, an after party hosted by Paper
Tiger, and four complementary onsite exhibitions. We are
thrilled to welcome world renowned artist and curator Julie
Ault as the keynote speaker for the event.
Tickets and info: https://bluestarcontemporary.org/
calendar-events/novel-ideas-art-book-fair/
Blue Star Contemporary
116 Blue Star, San Antonio TX, 78204, USA.
https://bluestarcontemporary.org
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Open Studio at The Fork and Broom Press
Stemwede-Oppenwehe, Germany
15th March 2020
We’ll be open from 11am to 5pm on Printmakers’ Day 15
March presenting the newest artist’s book to the public. So
far the book ‘Paul Klee - Der Pfeil’ has only been on show
at the Book Arts Biennial in Weimar last November. It is all
about Paul Klee’s thoughts about the arrow. The book refers
both to some design elements typical for Paul Klee (who
lectured at the Bauhaus in Weimar) and some characteristic
of Bauhaus.
Last year we had Printmakers’ Day for the first time in
Germany. It is to celebrate and commemorate that on
15th March 2018 printmaking techniques were awarded
cultural heritage status in Germany. More than 150 places of
printmaking all over the country will open their doors and
have all sorts of printmaking related activities: exhibitions,
workshops, readings - you name it.
On the webspace of BBK there is an interactive map and
a complete list of all events around that date. You’ll find
more information including the link to the BBK-site on the
studio’s webspace at http://www.forkandbroompress.net/
The Fork and Broom Press
Oppenweher Str. 9, D-32351 Stemwede-Oppenwehe,
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Germany. http://www.forkandbroompress.net/
The Fork and Broom Press will also be at the Oxford Fine
Press Book Fair on 28 & 29 March 2020.
L’Arengario Studio Bibliografico is organising a new Tè del
Sabato / Saturday Tea series. Friends artists and collectors
will speak about ten objects, at tea time. To find out when
the next Saturday Tea takes place / to book, please email:
staff@arengario.it Visits by appointment.
L’Arengario Studio Bibliografico
Via Pratolungo 192, 25064 Gussago (BS) Italy.
http://www.arengario.it
Royal Holloway College, University of London |
Runnymede Literary Festival
Poetry Reading and Discussion: Robert Crawford and
Caroline Saltzwedel, Tuesday 17th March 2020
Robert Crawford will be reading from his poetry and
discussing his collaboration with Caroline Saltzwedel on the
artist’s book, FIRE. There will be discussion of collaboration
and the artist’s book as a form. The event will be chaired
by Professor Anne Varty, who has written widely on
contemporary Scottish poetry.
Robert Crawford FRSE, FBA, Professor of English Literature
at the University of St Andrews, is a scholar, critic and poet.
He has a research interest in post-Enlightenment Scottish
Literature, modernism and contemporary poetry. He is
also the author of a number of books of poetry, including,
most recently, The Tip of My Tongue (2003), Full Volume
(2008), Testament (2014), The Scottish Ambassador (2018),
and Strath (2019). He is currently engaged in several
collaborations with visual artists.
Caroline Saltzwedel studied German and French literature
at Durham, Oxford and Bonn Universities and printmaking
at the Ruskin School of Art. She completed a D.Phil at
Oxford on the poetry and translations of Paul Celan in
1988 and was a member of the Oxford Printmakers’
Cooperative from 1988 to 1995. She has been making artists’
books for over twenty years, and, in 1998, founded the
Hirundo Press as an imprint for artist’s books. The first book
from the press was Impossibility, a collaboration with Robert
Crawford. Other writers with whom she has worked include
Kathleen Jamie, Robert Bringhurst and the German novelist
and essayist Martin Mosebach. She has had numerous solo
exhibitions, and her work is shown regularly at the
Frankfurt Book Fair and Buchkunst Weimar.
6.30-8pm. Room 1.03, 11 Bedford Square, Bloomsbury,
London, UK. FREE. https://hirundo.eu/
CMYK FESTIVAL #2
Art House, University of Worcester, UK
Saturday 28th March 2020, 11am - 6pm
CMYK 2 is a one-day festival organised by the BA
Illustration Course at the University of Worcester
in conjunction with last year’s curators from the BA
Illustration at Hereford College of Arts.
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CMYK is a celebration of things illustration, zine and print.
The Art House will become a market place with over 50
tables of international practitioners selling artists’ books,
prints and zines.
Printmaking workshops run by Worcester’s Misprint
Collective and the Art House Biscuit Club will run
throughout the day.
Paul Gravett, the esteemed comic book expert will lead a
discussion panel, featuring Lauren Susman, Willow Butler
and Charley Radford, on comics and graphic novels and the
brilliant paper-cut artist Rob Ryan will conclude the festival
with a talk about his practice.
Entrance to the public is free.
The Art House, University of Worcester, Castle St,
Worcester WR1 3ZQ, UK. @cmyk.festival
www.cmykfestival.co.uk
MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE will be at: FLAT TIME HOUSE,
London, Saturday 28th March 2020
A launch event with screenings and performances by Rachel
Cattle, Susan Finlay, Sam Keogh, and Dalia Neis.
Also at: PARIS ASS, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 24th – 26th April
and MISS READ, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, 5th –
7th June 2020.
MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FROM:
https://mabibliotheque.cargo.site/
OR FROM ANAGRAM: http://www.anagrambooks.com/
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Oxford Fine Press Book Fair
Examination Schools, Oxford, UK
28th-29th March 2020
News from the Fine Press Book Association: Oxford Fine
Press Book Fair is being held at the Examination Schools in
the centre of Oxford from 1100 to 1800 on the Saturday and
1000-1700 on the Sunday.
Examination Schools, 75-81 High St, Oxford OX1 4BG, UK.
https://fpba.com/fpbaa-events/oxford-book-fair/
Some save the dates for upcoming fairs & events:
MiniBABE, Arnolfini, Bristol, UK
Sat 2nd – Sunday 3rd May 2020
Our next biennial festival the Bristol Artist’s Book Event
(BABE) will take place in spring 2021. However, in 2020,
over the weekend of the 2nd - 3rd May, we will be running
a smaller programme of events in collaboration with the
Centre for Fine Print Research at UWE, Making Books
Research Centre at Bath Spa University, and a host of local
artists, celebrating all aspects of artist’s book making.

Tom Sowden leads a two hour walking tour from Arnolfini
Gallery to Arnolfini’s archives on 2nd May at 1.30pm.
A walk through the harbourside exploring connections
between artists’ bookmaking and writing to place. Starting
at Arnolfini and finishing at Bristol Archives, with stopoffs on the way. Led by Tom Sowden, with contributions
from Angie Butler, Melissa Chemam, Éilis Kirby, and the
Arnolfini artist’s book collection.
Stephen Fowler lead a watery themed MiniBABE family
workshop on Saturday 2nd May 2020.
Collaborative poet, Beth Calverley, will be joining us with
her magical Poetry Machine on Sunday 3rd May. Sign up in
advance to co-create a poem with Beth, written in response
to a group conversation about Bristol’s harbourside.
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The Poetry Machine, Beth Calverley. Photo: Sam Cavender

At the time of your session, head to Arnolfini and follow
the sound of her vintage typewriter and look out for the
machine’s bright yellow umbrella and bubble engine... You
will receive a copy of the poem to take home with you.
Session times: 12pm, 12.30pm, 1pm and 1.30pm (10 people
per session)
Beth Calverley is a slam-winning poet, creative coach and
founder of The Poetry Machine. She co-creates poems
in conversation with community members on a manual
typewriter, helping them to express their thoughts and
feelings through creativity. The Poetry Machine works
with charities, companies, hospitals, universities, schools,
heritage sites and festivals nationally. Beth is Poet in
Residence at UH Bristol NHS Foundation Trust, based at
South Bristol Community Hospital. Her debut collection
will be launched in November 2020.

Detail of artists’ books by Cathey Webb

In the Dark Studio, Saturday and Sunday, 11am-4pm,
ABC (Artists’ Books Club at UWE) and friends will
be staging a range of drop-in sessions introducing and
exploring a number of different book arts skills such as
folding and binding techniques. There will also be some
mini printing, Adana printing, pop-up presentations and
show-and-tell sessions across the weekend. ABC and
friends at MiniBABE is brought to you by: Jo Barnfield,
Kate Bernstein, Csilla Biro, Sarah Bodman, Sarah Bradicich,
Gin Saunders, Susannah Sendall, Corinne Welch.
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA, UK.
https://arnolfini.org.uk
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/#minibabe
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BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, South Shore Road,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE8 3BA, UK.
https://baltic.art

Artist’s Book Biennial in Malmö, Sweden
Friday 8th and Saturday 9th May 2020
The first Artist’s Book Biennial in Malmö (and in Sweden)
took place at the Victoria Theatre in Malmö in April 2018.
It was a success with almost a thousand visitors and more
than 30 exhibitors from nine different countries. The
visitors had the opportunity to view and examine hundreds
of Artists’ books on display. It is now time for the next
biennial. MABB 2020 will hopefully be as exciting and
successful with international exhibitors from several parts
of the world.
turn the page Artist’s Book Fair 2020
Friday 15th - Sat 16th May, The Forum, Norwich, UK
turn the page Artist’s Book Fair is a two-day event held in
the stunning glass atrium of The Forum in Norwich City
Centre. This year the fair will be held on Friday 15th and
Saturday 16th May. The only event of its type and caliber
in the Eastern Region, the turn the page offers a unique
platform for artists whose work is book based.

The biennial will take place on Friday 8th and Saturday 9th
May 2020 at Victoriateatern. Sunday 10th May will have a
programme of seminars and workshops open to the general
public as well as to the exhibitors at the biennial.
Please contact us at info@mabb.se if you have any queries,
or visit online at http://mabb2020.se/
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists’ Market 2020
Saturday 9th May 2020
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists’ Market 2020 will showcase
the work of over 50 artists, zine makers, small press
publishers, colleges and universities. The market will explore
the relevance and value of print culture as well as giving
artists the opportunity to sell their work.

In 2020 the fair will feature work by over 40 individual
artists, fine presses, independent publishers and artists
groups. Complimented by a full line-up of workshops, turn
the page embraces and celebrates all aspects of book arts.
10am-5pm each day. Free Entry. For details of exhibitors
and more visit our website: https://www.turnthepage.org.uk
The Zine Symposium: On Voices
Friday 12th June 2020, 10:00-16:00
York St John University, UK
A one-day symposium for zine makers, academics and
artists to consider zine culture in the context and theme
of voices. The symposium will also be host to a small zine
fair so we can discuss these topics in relation to makers and
stall holders. For more information, please contact Nathan
Walker on n.walker@yorksj.ac.uk
Twitter: @thezinesymposium
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Meet artists Jeremy Dixon, Jean McEwan, Daniel Lehan, Jeff
Rathermel to find out more about contemporary collage and
artists’ books.
This is a free drop in event, 11am - 3.30pm, please save the
date and book via the eventbrite link so we know how much
to prepare in the way of tea and biscuits.
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/collage-colloquiumtickets-93889621385
London Centre for Book Arts
Britannia Works, 56 Dace Road, London E3 2NQ, UK
https://londonbookarts.org

Bristol Editions - Artist’s Book Fair 2020
Centrespace Gallery, Bristol, UK
Saturday 18th - Sunday 19th July
Bristol Editions is a small Artist’s Book Fair with a group
of 10-15 local artists and bookmakers, showing and selling
their work. The gallery will also be open from Friday 17th
- Thursday 23rd July with an exhibition of prints. Saturday
18th July (11am to 5pm), Sunday 19th July (11am to
4.30pm).

INTERNET NEWS
Frans Baake has a new website: His travels inspire him
to create books. And islands form a thread in his oeuvre.
During a period of more than 35 years Frans Baake has
made more than 100 books, some printed in offset, others in
woodcut and screenprint or a mixture of techniques, mostly
bound by hand and published in limited editions.

Further information at: https://www.bristoleditions.co.uk
Centrespace Gallery, Bristol 6 Leonard Lane, Bristol, BS1
1EA, UK. http://www.centrespacegallery.com
Save the date: Collage Colloquium
London Centre for Book Arts, UK
Friday 14th August 2020
The Centre for Fine Print Research in association with the
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is organising a day of
collage presentations and viewing of artefacts at LCBA.
Please join CFPR on the road at LCBA for our free, drop-in
collage colloquium on Friday 14th August 2020.

You can read about his adventures and books and see
images of his work here: https://www.fransbaake.nl

Detail: Collage artwork by Daniel Lehan
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Miles Ladin has a new website: https://www.milesladin.com
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From Marilyn R Rosenberg: Issue fifty-six of Otoliths, the
southern summer, 2020 issue, is now available online.
It is dedicated to poet & editor Reuben Woolley who
passed away in early December.

https://the-otolith.blogspot.com/2019/12/issue-fifty-sixsouthern-summer-2020.html
See more by MRR at: https://the-otolith.blogspot.
com/2019/11/marilyn-r-rosenberg.html
Truth and Memory: Stephen Clarke –
San Diego Topographics
How do we separate truth from memory? Should we try?
A pair of recently published photo books from Stephen
Clarke poses intriguing questions about the passage of time,
finds Mike Pinnington…

Stephen Clarke, Crowd of palm trees, 1987

http://www.thedoublenegative.co.uk/2020/02/truth-andmemory-stephen-clarke-san-diego-topographics/

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2020-2021
Available now!

Essays in this issue of the biennial publication: With her
regular front page, Tanya Peixoto (UK) celebrates some
highlights of bookartbookshop over the last two years
- from Cat Utting’s City Cells, to Clod Magazine; In his
essay Against Classification: An alternative history of Book
Art, John Bently (UK) explores the affiliations between
photography and the artist’s book; Deirdre E. Lawrence
(USA) reflects on the influence of Walt Whitman’s prose on
contemporary book artists in a new exhibition celebrating
the 200th anniversary of his birth; Let’s call it Lace Stitch
by Anna Juchnowicz (Poland) examines an alternative
approach to bookbinding structures; In The Library
Aesthetic, artists Leslie Mutchler & Jason Urban (USA)
discuss their approaches to making installation-based works
that explore and respond to ideas of the library, books
and reading; Yuliya Selivanova (Russia) writes about the
special holdings of the Saint-Petersburg Literary Museum
“XX century”, the collection of the Library of Mikhail
Karasik (1953–2017), and his still present influence in
the artist’s book arena; Jürgen Wegner (Australia) reports
on Hubert Kretschmer’s Munich-based AAP, in A visit to
Archive Artist Publications and its exhibition in the Haus der
Kunst, München, Germany; In The Book and its Algorithm,
Dr Richard A. Carter (UK) explains the making of two
experimental books founded on digitally generated images
and text, and the algorithmic operations which produced
their contents; The Politics of Place by Alexander Campos
(USA) & Monica Oppen (Australia) discusses a selection
of artists’ books investigating society’s struggles with
displacement, and what it means to have - and lose - a sense
of belonging, homeland and identity; In An Instrument
of Collaboration: Unfolding the legacy of the Graphic
Investigations Workshop (GIW), Caren Florance (Australia)
reflects upon the rich history of GIW as a unique and
complex entity in creative book-making in Australia.
Artists’ pages by: Megan Adie (Denmark) Angie Butler
(UK), Robert Good (UK) Eva Hejdström (Sweden), Paul
Laidler (UK), Daniel Lehan (UK), Sophie Loss (UK), Linda
Parr (UK), Ekaterina Vasilyeva (Russia) and Eiji Watanabe
(Japan).
Up to date information on: Artist’s Book Publishers &
Presses; Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers;
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Artist’s Book Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries &
Archives; Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses
and Workshops; Design, Print & Bind; Print Studios;
Journals and Magazines; New Reference Publications;
Organisations, People, Projects and Societies.
In the Artists’ Books Listings section, you can also discover
hundreds of examples of new books made (or in the
making), by artists in: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary,
Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Russia, Sweden, the UK and the USA.
Cover design: Tom Sowden. Edited by Sarah Bodman.
Published by Impact Press at The Centre for Fine Print
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK.
ISBN 978-1-906501-18-1. 236pp, 21 x 29.7 cm, black and
white offset litho, colour cover. £16 / £18 incl. p&p.
Please order via the links at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/artists-book-yearbook/
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Volume 14, No.1 and 2
£10 for both issues including international postage:
Writers for this issue: Ella Morrison’s article Hand to
page: touch, performance, and the artist’s book presents a
new phenomenological method of analysing the inherent
complexities of the artist’s book. Using the work of Czechborn Australian artist Petr Herel (1943-) as case study, it
argues the necessity of embracing the experience of the
encounter. To do so, it proposes a new interdisciplinary
methodology that combines tactile interpretation and the
use of first-person with reference to performance theory,
Surrealism and philosophy to analyse the book as art object.

Altered Images: An interview with David Ferry, on the
occasion of the exhibition David Ferry: The Invader’s Guide
to the Museum (and other places) at the Grosvenor Museum,
Chester, UK, March - June 2019. Guest curator Stephen
Clarke (Lecturer in Critical and Contextual Studies at the
University of Chester) interviews the artist about his work
and influences, from his early childhood in Blackpool, UK,
to his later, long-term interests in British farce, collage and
printmaking.
Documenting Craft: A Discussion of Recordness in Book
Art by Robert Riter, explores how works of book art can
operate as documentary objects. Books that take as their
subject the processes of their creation can function as book
art records. These works can be used to make more visible
the elements that make up book practices. They can also be
collected as records that preserve the history of the book
arts. A discussion of recordness in book art is provided
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through an examination of three works that document hand
papermaking, letterpress printing, and bookbinding.
A spit roasted chicken, Metro tickets, the Plan of the
Cemetery at Bagneux, and a typewritten text feature in the
diary entries Daniel Lehan made during a recent trip to
Paris. These entries form part of - DAYPAGES - a collaged
diary he has kept daily since 23 February 2015. Pages not
featured in his visual essay, record the lack of electricity in
the flat where he stayed, a baker who left Afghanistan when
his father, a Communist, threatened by ISIS, fled to live in
Birmingham, and Lehan’s futile search for the gravestone of
the artist Henri Rousseau.
Celebrating the 10th birthday of the imprint The Book Tree
Press, Lucy Roscoe reflects back on 10 years of practice.
What began as a postgraduate research project, grew into
an artist’s imprint, publishing sculptural books which
explore how the book form can be used to tell stories,
and questioning how these creations might be published.
Lucy reflects on the relationship between making and her
teaching practice, whilst considering what the future
might hold.
Artists’ pages by: Jane Cradock-Watson, Leonard
McDermid, Sylvia Waltering and Maria White.
Carrot and Stick cover, and the badge and sticker designs for
this issue by Chrystal Cherniwchan.
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books,
Vol 14 No 1 & 2. Publication dates: October 2019 and April
2020. Each of the two issues has 4-5 essays and artists’ pages.
Each subscription includes an artist designed badge and
stickers. £10 including UK or international P&P. Order
online at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/blue-notebook/
Sleepless Stories
Marta Pierobon
Boîte Editions
Sleepless Stories is a collection of short stories, in which real
and surreal meet, it is a representation of the unconscious, a
snapshot of life in constant evolution.

The book is part of a project dedicated to ‘domestic
surrealism’, started by the artist in 2017 and still ongoing.
The drawings, in relation to each other but at the same
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time autonomous, spy on the sense of domestic intimacy
that manifests itself behind closed doors, creating, through
the form of the artist’s book, a single story in which the
beginning and the end are continuously transformed, at
discretion of the interlocutor and the moment in which they
are consulted. The sequence of the drawings does not trace a
narrative logic but is only one of many possible stories.

Sleepless Stories is a limited edition of 150 copies, numbered
and signed by the artist, including 9 collector’s editions and
1 pda enclosed in a box and accompanied by a single copy
aluminum sculpture.

but often amazed at how different they are to one another
in terms of culture, outlook and appearance. Though
the areas I ended up living in (Sparkhill & Hulme) had
remarkable similarities. Both were poor run-down areas
but also positively multi-cultural, working class and
politically engaged.
The first book in this two-part series covers my time when
I first moved to Manchester in 1988, just at the time the City
was going through a real creative upturn and yes I got swept
along by the enthusiasm and motivation many people had
during this period of time.
I moved to the Hulme district of Manchester which was
in walking distance of the city centre and it did feel like
you were in the middle of everything good that was going
on and I always felt encouraged to take as many photos
as possible. It felt natural to have my camera on me most
of the time, and for that, years later, I’m forever grateful.
Tales From The Second Cities Birmingham will be published
later in the year. Also available by Richard Davis - Hulme
1980s–90s.
36 pages, 14 x 20 cm. £6 Available at:
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/shop/richard-davis-talesfrom-the-second-cities-manchester-19881992

Pre-order by 15th March €90
More information and order link:
https://boiteonline.org/collections/artists-books/products/
marta-pierobon-sleepless-stories
Collector’s edition €500
More information and order link:
https://boiteonline.org/products/marta-pierobon-sleeplessstories-collectors-edition
Tales From The Second Cities Manchester 1988–1992
Richard Davis
Café Royal Books

Tales From The Second Cities is all about the ongoing battle
as to who owns the right to be called England’s 2nd City.
This pointless argument seems to of been a constant in
my life, due to the fact I grew up and went to school in
Birmingham but have lived most of my life in Manchester.
I’ve enjoyed Photographing in both cities, over the years,
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Cuneiform Press Publications
2020 marks two decades of poetry, artists’ books, and
typographic adventures at Cuneiform Press, and we want
to celebrate with you!
This year we have a slew of exciting books of poetry on the
way, including:

• Jim Dine’s A Song at Twilight
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• Larry Fagin’s Peaches & Gravy
• John Godfrey’s A Torch for Orphans
• Kyle Harvey’s Cosmographies
• Stephen Ratcliffe’s Rocks
• Lisa Rogal’s La Belle Indifference
• Sunnylyn Thibodeaux’s yet-to-be-titled masterpiece
http://cuneiformpress.com

Hand printed onto Somerset Velvet paper 250gsm with
lino, wood block, screenprint and letterpress. 32 pages, 380
x 560 x 20 mm. Illustrated, printed and bound by the artist
Fernando Feijoo as a limited edition of 10 copies. Price £995
http://www.fernandofeijoo.com/new/artist-books/
http://www.fernandofeijoo.com
@fernandofeijoovisualartist
Gods & Monsters
Fernando Feijoo
A large format alphabet book illustrating the surreal
creatures and spiritual powers of the mighty legendary
Gods and mythical beasts from the underworld. The works
were inspired from several sources including Tales from
Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Greek Mythology and childhood
memories or these surreal narratives and the fantasy they
created in my own mind.

Announcing a new set of artists’ books by Gracia & Louise
Melbourne, Australia
Because through action comes hope, we’ve been working on
a set of artists’ books and, like everyone, donating what time
and funds and work we can.

A Hemline of Sky Through Smoke, A Hemline of Forest
Through Smoke, and A Hemline of Water Through Smoke
will be launched at this year’s Melbourne Art Book Fair at
the NGV 12th – 15th March, 2020

Common themes are explored including the passage of
life with lovers rising to the heavens and demons dragging
sinners deep into the decent of hell. The creation of the
universe by the powerful Gods is represented through a
narrative series of black and white prints which illustrate
good versus evil and the narrative conquests and encounters
of love, seduction and betrayal.
A combination of lino and wood cut printing techniques
complement one another giving rich textural patterns and
expressive mark making creating powerful visual imagery.
Negative space plays an important role in giving importance
to key elements within the design format of this book.
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Hand-bound by us as an unopened binding, this will be a
set of artists’ books you need to take action with in order
to see the full collage. You will need to tear along the
perforated fore-edge of each page spread to see through
the smoke, to see what lies beneath, or ahead, or in the
past, echoing Sir David Attenborough’s words that “If we
don’t take action, the collapse of our civilisations and the
extinction of much of the natural world is on the horizon”.
For more information visit:
http://www.graciahaby.com/home/smoke
http://gracialouise.com/blog/2020/authorsforfireys-andauthorsforwildlife
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ahemlineofsmoke/
http://www.graciahaby.com/home/unopened
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Four Museum Drawings
A zine by Louise Jennison
This zine features a Little penguin (Eudyptula minor); a
Night parrot (Pezoporus occidentalis); a Frilled-necked
lizard (Chlamydosaurus kingii); and a Superb parrot
(Polytelis swainsonii).

in a remote Styrian castle, preyed upon by the smitten,
guileful female vampire who gives the book its name.
The tale’s telling is notable in that the story itself seems
to have an omniscient presence, knowing more than the
characters themselves about their deeper motivations and
the portent of events. It was this characteristic that led to
the present treatment of the tale, in which two strands of
text, in black and red, denote the twin narratives of the
book that merge and twine throughout its pages. The black
text takes that of the preyed-upon narrator, Laura, and
– for a few pages near the end – General Spielsdorf, who
relates his own experience of an earlier incarnation of the
vampire Carmilla, and the red that of the book. The text
layout accords with its original four-part appearance and
pagination in the literary magazine The Dark Blue, in which
the story was first published between 1871-72 and on which
this new treatment is based.

A 21 x 30 cm (folded to 10.5 x 7.5 cm in proportion), B&W
zine on mid grey tinted paper. All zines are wrapped in an
envelope with cardboard insert to ensure arrival of a smooth
zine to your door. 3.00 AUD, available at: http://gracialouise.
com/shop/zine-four-museum-drawings

OUPIRE
A treatment, by excision, of Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla
(1871-72)
Graeme Hobbs
Sheridan Le Fanu’s Gothic novella Carmilla (1871-72)
finds an innocent young woman, living with her father
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In 1872, Le Fanu revised Carmilla for publication in his
short story collection, In A Glass Darkly, where it was given
a new prologue, ostensibly presenting it as a case from the
papers of the physician and occult detective Dr. Martin
Hesselius, who plays no part in the story as told in the
pages of The Dark Blue. However, as by the same technique
of textual extraction the preface revealed such an apposite
description (“the mysterious subject of our dual
existence”), it has also been used as a preface here.
The title, Oupire, comes from the proto-Slavic word for
vampire; Le Fanu uses the two terms interchangeably in
the story.
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Her residency focused on working directly with nursing
staff in wards across Manchester Royal Infirmary,
specifically looking at the nursing profession and what
it means to be a nurse in the NHS today. As part of her
residency, she shadowed three nurses; the ward sister, a
junior sister and a staff nurse, during their 12 and a half
hour shifts on an older people’s ward within the hospital.
Despite their different roles on the ward they all have
immense responsibility for people’s care and their wellbeing.

The sign marking the break between the four parts of the
story was created by duplicating and interweaving the
decorative initial ‘C’ of the title as it appeared in The Dark
Blue. The images bookending the text are taken from a glass
lantern slide of an unnamed ruin, while the picture of a
forest track on the endpapers originated in a small, scuffed
French positif stéréscopique sur film of indeterminate date.
Oupire was devised and laid out by Graeme Hobbs in 2018,
and bound by Ludlow Bookbinders in 2019 in a clothbound edition of 72. It costs £30. To order please contact
Graeme Hobbs at: ghobbs360@gmail.com
https://fallowpages.art/oupire

SHIFT (727 minutes, 762 minutes and 754 minutes)
Screenprinted artists’ books
Jacqui Symons
Presented as a triptych of artists’ books, ‘Shift’ explores three
nurses’ individual shifts showcasing the sheer length of
each working day through to the complexity and constantly
shifting demand on their time, energy, experience,
knowledge and empathy.
In 2019, Jacqui Symons was artist-in-residence at
Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust.
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‘Shift’ explores the nurses’ individual shifts showcasing the
sheer length of each working day through to the complexity
and constantly shifting demand on their time, energy,
experience, knowledge and empathy. Through the use of
colour, the books show the different roles each nurse has,
the time and different activities that make up a shift and
how varied these can be. Each page of each book represents
one minute of each shift, with the different colours
representing the different categories of the nurses’ work.
If displayed unfolded, each concertina book would be
almost 200 metres long, a reference to the long working day
and the distance the nurses walk during that day. The junior
sister walked over 7km without leaving the ward on the day
she was shadowed.

Whilst Jacqui adopted a very similar method to a time
and motion study to record the nurses’ shifts, the books
themselves have a very different ethos. Unlike a time
and motion study, which attempts to improve efficiency,
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maximise productivity and reduce time-wasting, these
books explore the complicated, difficult and downright hard
work of a nurse’s shift. The weight, the size and the length of
the books allude to the nursing profession; the daily tasks,
responsibilities and demand on a nurse’s time and energy.
The fact that the books are viewed closed, as objects only
seen from the outside, perhaps represents the wider public’s
view of the nursing profession – not often something that is
accessible and easily understood.
http://jacquisymons.co.uk

consequences resulting from this pursuit. Side A of the work
depicts fences and maps of the entire US/Mexico border
from the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico with symbolic
migrants/asylum seekers reinforcing it. Side B highlights the
plight of immigrants, laws that have been passed to prevent
them to even apply, information on ICE, separation and
incarceration of children and families, etc.

punto de libro - book point
Jaume Rocamora
A book item made at the request of the Bocca Library
in Milan. It is an object of white cardboard in the shape
of a triangle, which bends and can act as a clamp on the
sheet or on the sheets of the book that interests you, it
never disappears if it is placed in front of and behind the
corresponding sheet. 5 x 20 cm, unlimited roll.
jrocamorac@gmail.com
A new book from Memory Press:
The structure is a herringbone accordion book with walls on
both sides, each measuring 12”H x 6”W. The book is laser
printed and open it measures 65”W x 12”H. The drawings
are from elementary school children. The poem, The
New Colossus is by Emma Lazarus, 1883. Open edition Designed and bound by the artist Maria G Pisano - Memory
Press ©2019. http://www.mariagpisano.com
VIA DOLOROSA: FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA
Maria G Pisano
This artist’s book highlights the USA’s current
administration push to build a Southern border wall, at all
costs - reflecting government prejudices and policies that
disregard our laws and human rights and attempts to keep
certain immigrants out of our country as a result of hate and
discrimination. This country is made up of immigrants like
myself and it is richer for it, destroying the diversity of who
we are as a nation, disregarding damage to the environment,
Native American burial grounds, etc., are some of the
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The Golden Vanity
The Old Stile Press
A powerful text with images by a young artist who has
already made a significant name for himself in the wood
engraving world, Robin Mackenzie:
The Golden Vanity originated about 1635 as a ballad,
supposedly based on the sea faring adventures of Sir Walter
Raleigh. It has also been recorded under the names of
‘The Sweet Trinity’, ‘The Golden Willow Tree’ and ‘The
Sweet Kumadie’. Versions of the song have been collected
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in Scotland, England, Ireland, Canada and the Appalachian
Mountains of America. Many well known musicians have
recorded their interpretation of the tale and it remains a
popular song in the folk singing world.

2020 marks the 20th year of the NewLights Press, some
new publications include:

PROPOSAL
Poem-comic-drawing-book
Text and images by NewLights Press
Risograph and letterpress/collagraph
8” x 5.25” Pamphlet sewn, softcover, 28 pages, 2020. $25
Available at:
https://www.newlightspress.com/store/proposal

Most of my wood engraved or linocut prints feature the
rugged coastline of the British Isles and the changing
weather systems that endlessly assault the cliffs and I have
always had a love of the sea and stories of pirates and
smugglers. When Nicolas of Old Stile suggested The Golden
Vanity for our first book together I therefore jumped at the
opportunity. It was a perfect chance to explore an exciting
narrative and tell my version of this classic ballad.
Robin Mackenzie, 2019
The type is Bodoni, the paper Canaletto and the binding
(using papers designed and printed at The Old Stile Press)
was done by The Fine Book Bindery, Northamptonshire.
Robin Mackenzie’s two-colour images were all printed direct
from the vinyl blocks on which they had been cut.
24 pages, 35 x 25 cm. The edition is of 150 copies for sale.
£125 (+£6 p&p). For more information, or to order, email:
hello@oldstilepress.com
https://www.oldstilepress.com
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EXTRACTION PRAYER
Poem-print-broadside
Text/image by NewLights Press
Variable edition liquid collagraph, 12” x 9”, 2020, $20.
Available at: https://www.newlightspress.com/store/
extraction-prayer Part of the Codex Foundation project,
Extraction: Art on the Edge of the Abyss: https://www.
codexfoundation.org/extraction/extraction-art-on-theedge-of-the-abyss
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NewLights Press 2020 Subscriptions are now available:
https://www.newlightspress.com/store/newlights-press2020-subscription
The tiers and prices remain the same as last year: 36, 60,
120, or 300 $/year. US Shipping is included. If you prefer to
pay monthly, you can subscribe through Patreon at the same
rates: https://www.patreon.com/newlightspress
THE INVETERATE
David Osbaldeston
THE INVETERATE is part two of a new edition of small
publications featuring a series of interconnected black
& white plates each depicting an abstract form and its
thematically linked noun. This edition features plates
such as Deceiver, Falsifier, Janus, Swindler, Imposter,
Liar, Misleader, Fraudster, Shamster, Faker, Cheat, etc.

comes as a timely reminder of where the roots of most
of the UK’s population lie. It is brought to life by Stefan
Szczelkun’s own recollections of his post-war upbringing
and insightful observations on the significance of music,
singing, amateur film and other popular forms as cultural
expression of this much vilified though predominant social
class. Creatively presented as a collage of ideas, references
and images, this book is as much visual artefact as rigorous
research, and makes for an intriguing and engaging reading
experience.” Lorraine Leeson

“This is a joyous, exuberant book about working class
oppression. This may seem like a contradiction in terms
but read the rich variety within its covers, and discover how
important it is to sing out against the silencing of working
class culture.” Diane Reay

Each plate invites the reader to make connections between
two forms of representation which reconcile the world
as it presents itself with the world as it is conveyed
through language.
At 36 pages THE INVETERATE comes in black de-bossed
softcover wrappers and is typeset in Mock Modernica the
artist’s irregular personal font. This title is limited to 100
copies and is self-published under Studio O Editions. 2019.
Dimensions are 125 x 175 mm. £7.00
For further details and availability visit:
https://www.davidosbaldeston.com or contact
Matt’s Gallery, London: info@mattsgallery.org
SILENCE!
Stefan Szczelkun
Routine Art Co. London
“At a moment when working class culture seems to have
been overtaken by issues of national identity, this book
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165 x 165mm 105 gsm paper, standard colour. 84pp
perfect binding. Illustrations: 30. Cover by Chris Saunders.
Published by Routine Art Co. London, February 2020.
ISBN 978-1-870736-22-0. £8.50 Distributor - Central Books,
London.
https://stefan-szczelkun.blogspot.com/2020/02/silence-newbook-out-now.html

STOP PRESS!
Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS] Some Reviews, Radio
Interview, Talks at a Symposium, & Exhibitions on Artist
Books, Print Installations at the following exhibitions:
• PrintAustin 2020-International Contemporary Survey
of Print. Curated by Caudia Zapata (Smithsonian Museum)
Big Medium, Austin Texas. 2020. REVIEW written in the
Austin Chronicle about her Artist Book 2B Or Not To Be:
https://www.austinchronicle.com/arts/2020-01-24/
printaustin-the-contemporary-print/
• ILLUMINATING THE SELF-OUT OF THE BLUE
Embroidered Vintage Garments with UV illuminated
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The project was held in connection with the two-semester
seminar Künstlerbücher in Theorie und Praxis at the
University of Bremen, Institute of Art Science and Art
Education. The publication was generously funded by
Stiftung Kunstfonds.
ISBN: 978-3-946059-14-1. 848 pages, German/English, with
401 full page illustrations, 29.7 x 21 x 3.3 cm, ca. 2.200g.
Text: Dr. Anne Thurmann-Jajes. Design and layout:
Nicolas Pommier, Lyon. Printing and production:
Girzig+Gottschalk GmbH, Bremen

filament. Suvey (Sumi’s daughter) & Sumi contributed their
items as an artist’s book and a Crossword. Opened at the
@hatton_newcastle led by Susan Aldworth
@susanaldworthstudio Radio programme
ALGORHYTHMS OF EPILEPSY on 21/1 & can be listened
to: https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000dfp9

The publication is available in the Weserburg Museum of
Modern Art or can be ordered from info@weserburg.de,
for €44.50, plus postage.

• Great Print Exhibition. Reghed Centre, Penrith, Cumbria.
Until 8th March 2020.
https://www.rheged.com/event/great-print-exhibition-5/
• London Original Print Fair. Royal Academy, Piccadilly
London 1-3rd May 2020. [contact Sumi directly if anyone
needs tickets to attend closer to the date]
sumi_perera@hotmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/
https://www.facebook.com/sumi.perera.71
ww.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Now available: Artists’ Books for Everything /
Künstlerbücher für Alles
Ed. Anne Thurmann-Jajes, Centre for Artists’
Publications, Weserburg Museum of Modern Art, Bremen
This Publication documents the exhibition project Artists’
Books for Everything, in the Centre for Artists’ Publications,
Weserburg Museum of Modern Art., 2.06. – 6.08.2017.
The catalogue contains illustrations of 401 artists’ books,
sent in response to the international Call for Artists’ Books
of the Centre for Artists’ Publications, as well as a completed
questionnaire on each book in facsimile.

BOOKMARKS 2020 at Edinburgh College of Art, UK
Wednesday 25th March 2020 11am – 7pm
We are delighted to be opening our doors for the sixth
BOOKMARKS Artists’ Book and Zine Fair at Edinburgh
College of Art. This event welcomes students, graduates and
professionals from all over the UK to explore innovation
and celebrate the book form in its broadest sense with a
focus on artists’ books in education.
BOOKMARKS focuses on academic study, exploring how
artists’ books are used, promoted and created in educational
settings. This year we have a particular focus on how
collections of artists’ books and zines can be used in this
context, with a series of talks and workshops running along
the fair itself.
For more details visit:
https://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/event/bookmarks-2020

Artists’ Books For Everything. Photo: Bettina Brach
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Francesc Ruiz - PANAL
Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo, Madrid, Spain
Until 28 June 2020
Curated by Anna Colin, Francesc Ruiz’s first major
exhibition in a Spanish public institution, is part
retrospective, part new commission. The retrospective
part brings together works spanning the last two decades
of a practice engaged with comic book production and
distribution as well as the circulation of content and
bodies – dissident and otherwise – placing the themes
of homosexuality, class, queer space, urbanism and
psychogeography at the centre of its enquiry.
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La Settimana Enigmistica, Francesc Ruiz, 2015, installation view
at the 56th Venice Biennale, 2015. Photo: Florence Loewy

Street kiosks reminiscent of those found in Cairo and
Philadephia and filled with comics produced by the artist
following his urban wanderings and engagement with
the comics histories of the cities come in close contact
with formal and informal outlets for the distribution of
homoerotic comics made for heterosexual consumption
in Japan (the Yaoi genre) and Italy (the Sukia and Rolando
del Fico series). These installations are juxtaposed with
fantastical drawings remapping the cruising area of
Montjuic and the wealthy neighborhoods of La Zona Alta in
the city of Barcelona, whose 1992 summer Olympics’ visual
identity is also deconstructed in an animated diptych.
The subjects of urban planning, distribution, dissidence
and visual excess continue in the second part of the
exhibition titled Three streets, three colours. Specifically
conceived for CA2M’s atrium, this monumental installation
takes its cue from three scenarios of urban configuration
observable in global cities. In Three streets, three colours,
the city envisioned by Francesc Ruiz is vertical, starting at
the bottom with The Blue Street: Lycamobile, followed by
The Yellow Street: Logistics and Last Mile Delivery, and The
Red Street: The Illegal Street. Global telecommunications,
fast delivery services and the adult leisure industry are
responsible for the branding of a new form of privatised and
unregulated urbanism, where bodies, garbage and visual
overload converge into one.
Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo
Avda. Constitución 23, 28931 Mostoles, Madrid, Spain.
http://ca2m.org/en/futuras/francesc-ruiz-panal
EARLY MUSIC
INSTRUMENTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Dmitry Sayenko
Text by James J. Owens.
36 pages with texts and images printed on both sides.
Color linocuts, layout by Dmitry Sayenko.
Main typeface: Bodoni 18pt. Handmade paper, printing
direct from the blocks, book binding by the artist.Cover:
100% linen cloth glued on cardboard. Insert: linocut printed
on craft paper. Size: 242 x 345 x 19 mm. Total edition: 20
copies numbered & signed. Special slipcase. 2020.
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For more details contact Dmitry Sayenko:
nikodim-book@yandex.ru
nikodim-publish@mail.ru
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Understanding Book Structures for Conservation
SCC studio in Amberley, West Sussex, UK
Monday 27th April - Friday 1st May 2020
This practical 5-day course will introduce the materials,
tools and techniques most commonly used in Western
European bookbinding. By understanding the historical
context and changing manufacture of binding production,
students will gain knowledge of how and why some
bindings fail whilst others stand the test of time. Simple but
effective preservation solutions will be explored to mitigate
common library collection problems.

In connection with our upcoming biennial Bookworks:
An Artist’s Book Fair (Friday, April 17) at SFCB, we are
pleased to announce a new salon series focused on starting
your own collection of artists’ books: One Book At A Time.

Students will make a pamphlet, a case binding and a
flexible binding. They will receive instruction on the history
of bookbinding techniques and changes in the use and
manufacture of materials.
Naturally, our featured collector for this inaugural salon is
our very own Mary Austin! Join Mary for a casual glass of
wine and nibbles as she shares not only her thoughts on how
to get started, but also experiences while starting her own
collection. Wednesday 4th March 2020 , 6-7:30pm (Mary
will begin speaking promptly at 6:30pm). RSVP Here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-book-at-a-time-anartists-book-collecting-salon-series-tickets-96167460463

The aim is to inform library professionals on how to care for
library collections, what is possible and why it is necessary
for the long-term stability of the collection. You don’t need
experience of bookbinding, but some hand skills will help.
All the techniques will be guided and the class is very small
to ensure the maximum level of help is available.

Friday 17th April 2020, 4pm - 8pm. Bookworks at the
San Francisco Center for the Book is a great place to start
your artist’s book collection, to meet fantastic book artists,
and spend time with friends over cocktails and light hors
d’oeuvres. The vision for Bookworks is to encourage the
beginning artist’s book collector, support local book artists
(especially in the beginning stages of their career), and
provide a social event for the community.
https://sfcb.org/bookworks2020
San Francisco Center for the Book, 375 Rhode Island Street,
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA. https://sfcb.org

The final day will be spent with Caroline Bendix ACR,
who will explain the main agents of damage in library
collections and how to manage them effectively and
efficiently. A National Trust property with an on-going
book conservation project will be visited.
Cost: £515.00 per person (max. 4 people)
For more information contact Ruth Stevens.
Tel: 07857 632846
Email: sussexconservationconsortium@gmail.com
http://www.sussexconservationconsortium.co.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton
Library. Please check opening hours before travelling
during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk)
NEXT DEADLINE: 1ST APRIL FOR THE MID-APRIL
– JUNE NEWSLETTER

One Book At A Time: An Artist’s Book Collecting Salon
Series - with Mary Austin
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Wednesday 4th March 2020, 6-7:30pm
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If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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